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Industrial mishaps cause injuries, fatalities in Ukraine
ODVU conducts
36th convention,
re-elects Shebunchak
LEHIGHTON, Pa. - Dr. Bohdan
Shebunchak was re-elected president of
the Organization for the Rebirth of
Ukraine (ODVU) at the organization's
36th convention held here at the Ukrai
nian Homestead during the Labor Day
weekend; September 4-6. Sixty-two
delegates representing 28 branches
participated in the convention.
Also elected to two-year terms on the
executive committee were: Petro Stercbo
and Wolodymyr Pjqcyk, vice presi
dents; Wolodymyr Jaciw, secretary;
George Soltys, organizing chairman; O.
Sukhoversky, financial chairman; M.
Andreyko, treasurer; B. Zuliak, econo
mics chairman; Dr. Natalia Pazuniak,
cultural chairman; M. Nych, commu-,
nity liaison; Petro Baibak, press chairman;and Stepan Seleshko, caretaker of
the chapel and estate. Elected as mem
bers at large were: Maria Serna, Yarcslaw Stasyk and M. Yashko.
The auditing committee consists of:
Roman Krupka, chairman, and Stepan
Bily, P. Voitovych, A. Geletkanych and
I. Yaremchuk. Alternates are: L. Weremienko and W. Marushchak. Members
(Continued on p e r 4)
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Natalia Ivaniw voted
new president of
Ukrainian Gold Cross
LEHIGHTON, Pa. - The Ukrai
nian Gold Cross, a charitable women's
organization, held its 30th convention
here during the Labor Day weekend,
September 4 - 6, at the Ukrainian
Homestead, an estate dedicated to Oleh
Kandyba Olzhych, a leader of the
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists.
Delegates from 15 Ukrainian Gold
Cross branches and 10 districts attend
ed the convention that marked the dose
of yearlong observances of the UGC's
golden anniversary.
Natalia Ivaniw, secretary of UGC
Branch 12 in Chicago for nearly 22
years, was elected national president of
the organization. Her predecessor. Dr.
Maria Kwitkowsky, who had held the
post of UGC president for almost 25
years, was named honorary president.
Also elected were: Paula Riznykvfirst
vice, president and chairwoman of the
Committee for the Defense of Political
Prisoners; Daria Boydunyk, second
vice president and public relations
chairwoman; Dr. Natalia Pazuniak
third vice president and Ukrainian press
(CoBtaard on pap О
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AMSTERDAM, Netherlands Two separate industrial accidents in
Ukraine - one at a natural gas field and
the other at a nuclear reactor site have left many people injured and an
undisclosed number dead, reported the
Smoloskyp Ukrainian Information
Service.

military detachments had to be sent in
to fight the blaze.
At first, reports filtering into Kiev,
the Ukrainian capital, said that the fire
had occurred at Sheblynka, the largest
natural gas center in Ukraine which
supplies a large part of the natural gas to
Ukraine, Moldavia and Bulgaria.

Because casualty figures are rarely
provided by Soviet officials, it has been
difficult to determine the exact number
of killed and injured, but unconfirmed
reports from unofficial sources in Kiev,
Poltava and Kharkiv indicate that the
number is high. Damage estimates,
including the loss of millions of cubic
feet of natural gas and equipment, are
According to reports, the gigantic said to run in the hundreds of millions
blaze created a huge cloud of noxious of dollars.
hydrogen-sulphide gas which spread
The second accident happened in the
over an area spanning scores of kilo
meters. Several outlying villages around spring at a massive nuclear facility not
the excavation site had to be evacuated far from the town of Rivno in the
isecauseof-the-idensesmolperaiHHpeciat -VoHrynia region. "Although reports-

The first mishap, at a natural gas field
near the town of Viazo ve in the Kharkiv
oblast, occurred during a digging opera
tion and resulted in a huge fire that
reportedly burned out of control
between January and March. Viazove is
located between the cities of Poltava
and Kharkiv.

indicate that Soviet authorities have
tried to keep details about the mishap
top secret, sources say that a serious
accident did occur during the firing-up
operations of the third 440,000-kilowat
reactor at the site.
Reports circulating in the western
Ukrainian city of Lviv said that in
addition to many civilian casualties, the
accident seriously injured several local
atomic energy officials, including the
director, a Mr. Hamreskel, his assistant,
a Mr. Brunko, and the operations
foreman, a Mr. Chudinov.

Construction of the huge nuclear
facility began in 1973 on the Stryi River
some 100 kilometers northwest of
Rivno. Whenfinished,it is scheduled to
have five atomic reactors with a capa
city of 440,000 kilowats, each. The first
reactor was completed in 1980 and the
second, one year-later. The third, where
. . ,,-

(Continued on page 2) - -

7,500 witness blessing of Ukrainian church in Lourdes
LOURDES, France - Some 1,500
Ukrainian pilgrims from various coun
tries, including Poland and Yugoslavia,
gathered here on Saturday, August 28,
to witness the solemn blessing of the
recently built Assumption of the Bless
ed Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic
Church.
Patriarch Josyf Slipyj's coadjutor,
Archbishop Myroslav Lubachivsky,
conducted the ceremony. French Arch
bishop Franz Heinrich and the pastor of
the Lourdes parish, the Rev. De Satre, a
close friend of the Ukrainian commu
nity here, were also present for the
historic event.
The Ukrainian Catholic church in
Lourdes, a town in southwestern France
at the foot of the Pyrenees, was design
ed by architect-engineer Miroslav D.
Nimciv. It has five golden domes (the
Philadelphia Ukrainian community
funded two of them), and although the
interior is not yet finished, funds from
Ukrainians in the diaspora will provide
for its completion. Due to the efforts of
many faithful Ukrainians, especially the
Rev. Deacon M. Pryjma of Strasbourg,
France and the Rev. Vasyl Pryjma of
Toulouse, France, the thousands of
Ukrainians, on pilgrimages with their
parish priests, were able to witness this
triumphant occasion in the Ukrainian
community.
During the ceremonies, the Rev.
Mitred Ivan Hawryluk, the head of the
delegation from Rome, read a special
pastoral letter from Patriarch Josyf.
the local French press also covered
this event; their news sources were
Ukrainians from Paris, including Profs.
Arcadiy Zhukovsky, Vasyl Markus and
Dr. Kyrylo Mytrovych.
, , . ,Stf Lourdes pho/q in centerfold.

Assumption of the Bkssed Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church.
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Dissident profile

Vitaliy Kalynychenko:
tried to flee to West
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Vitaliy
Kalynychenko, а 45-уеаг-оИ engineer
from Dnipropetrovske, is one of the
lesser known Ukrainian political
prisoners, if only because not much
information about him has reached
the West. Yet he was one of the first
to join the Ukrainian Helsinki Group,
and his attempt to escape from the
USSR through Finland has won him
the admiration of several leading
dissidents.
Vitaliy Vasilovych Kalynychenko
was born in 1937 in the village of
Vasylivka in the Dnipropetrovske
region of Ukraine.
On July 30, 1966, he was arrested
at the Finnish border and charged
with "preparing to commit a crime"
and "treason against the fatherland"
- the latter charge for his attempt to
cross the frontier and escape the
Soviet Union while working as an
engineer in Leningrad.
According to reports at the time,
Mr. Kalynychenko apparently con
fided his plans to escape to a Ghanian student, Fityl Christofor, who
then reported them to the KGB.
On January 12, 1967, he was
sentenced to 10 years in a labor
camp. He served his sentence in
Perm, a city in the Russian SFSR.
While in prison, he renounced his
Soviet citizenship and demanded
that he be allowed to leave the USSR
after his term was completed. He and
45 other inmates participated in a
monthlong camp strike to protest the
physical mistreatment of a fellow
prisoner. Countermeasures in res
ponse to this and similar protests
included a transfer to the Vladimir
Prison in 1975 and terms in various
psychiatric institutions. He was
returned to camp only one month
before his term was to expire in
1976.
After his release, Mr. Kalyny
chenko settled in Vasylkiv, near
Kiev, where he was forced to live
under administrative surveillance.
He continued his efforts to emigrate
with no success. He joined the Ukrai-

ViUliy Kalynychenko

nian Helsinki Group in November
1977.
On April 7, 1978, he was arrested
and detained briefly by the local
KGB for "hooliganism," after he
refused to attend a meeting on the
draft of a new Ukrainian Constitu
tion.
In the spring of 1979, the authori
ties tightened their administrative
surveillance of Mr. Kalynychenko,
limiting his travel outside of Vasylkiv
and virtually placing him under
house arrest.
On November 29 of that year he
was arrested again for his member
ship in the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group. He was held in several Soviet
prisons for nearly seven months until
his trial in June 1980.
He was sentenced to 10 years in a
strict-regime camp and five years'
internal exile, at a closed trial in
Dnipropetrovske.
He is scheduled to be released in
1994.

Western banks reschedule Polish debt
BONN - In a highly unusual move, tinuing discussions in the Reagan
Western banks have agreed to postpone administration on whether to declare
interest payments owed by Poland as Poland in default, a step not favored by
part of an agreement to reschedule S3.4 most Western banks, including those in
billion in Polish debts that fall due in America.
1982, according to banking officials in
Although final details have not been
Western Europe, reported The New reached, broad outlines of the agree
York Times.
ment have been laid out, according to
The talks, held in Frankfurt earlier the bankers.
Of the S3.4 billion, S2.3 billion
this month, were complicated by Po
land's insistence that, in contrast to represents principal and Sl.l billion
1981, it would be unable to meet represents interest. Although banks
often agree to stretch out payments of
payments of principal and interest.
The decision of the Western banks to principal for countries in financial
postpone interest payments is regarded difficulties, it is rare for banks to agree
as a deviation of normal banking to postponements of interest payments,
practices, and can be interpreted as a The Times said.
move to ease the burden of the Polish
In the United States, a failure of a
government in covering its debt, which borrower to make interest payments as
is estimated to total S2S billion.
originally scheduled requires the bank
In reaching the agreements, the banks to list such credits among its "nonchose to ignore last January's agree accruing," or problem, loans.
Under the agreement, Poland would
ment by governments of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization not to actually pay the banks only one-third,
reschedule Poland's 1982 debt to NATO or S366 million, of the Sl.l billion in
governments until martial law is lifted interests it owes this year. Another S366
million would be credited to a special
in Poland.
(Continued on page 15)
The decision comes despite con
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Four nationalists go on trial
for undermining Polish state
WARSAW - Four members of a
Polish nationalist group, the Confe
deration for an Independent Poland
(KPN), went on trial on September 13,
charged with sedition and undermining
Poland's alliance with the USSR,
reported the Associated Press.
A military prosecutor has called for
prison sentences of six to 10 years for
the four, identified as Leszek Moczulski, Romuald Szeremietiew, Tadeusz
Stanski and Tadeusz Jandziszak. They
were first arrested in September 1980,
and the opening of their first trial in July
1981 touched off a campaign of hunger
strikes and protests by the independent
trade union Solidarity, which demanded
their release.
They were freed in September 1981,
but were rearrested shortly before the
imposition of martial law on December
13.
The report on their new trial here
came 10 days after martial-law authori
ties announced the filing of sedition
charges against four leaders of another
dissident group, the Committee for
Social Self-Defense (KOR).
In a statement issued on September 5
and circulated on September 13, nine
members of the group said the charges
against the four, including Jacek Kuron,
the chairman, were "unfounded, artifi
cially concocted and devoid of sub
stantive and legal basis."
KOR has been linked by authorities
with the widespread public disturbances
on August 31, the second anniversary of
Solidarity, which was suspended when
martial law was declared.
Five people were killed, hundreds
were injured and thousands detained as
a result of clashes with security forces.
Mr. Kuron and the other leaders of
the group — Adam Michnik, Jan
Litynski and Henryk Wujec - have
been accused of trying to overthrow the
Communist system. The charge carries
a maximum penalty of death and a
minimum of five years in prison.
To bolster the campaign against
KOR, official newspapers have kept up
a steady stream of stories linking the
group to what the government calls
subversive, anti-Communist centers in
the West. The Communist Party paper
Trybuna Ludu said that what KOR was
proposing "was really a vulgar form of
anti-communism," imported from
abroad.
A spokesman for the military prose
cutor's office denied on September 13
that trials of the KOR members would
begin this week.

The KPN members are accused of
"setting up an illegal organization
financed and inspired by foreign centers
of political subversion hostile to Poland
to weaken the defense capability of this
country, undermine the alliance with
the USSR and topple Poland's political
system," according to PAP, the Polish
press agency.
The agency said the military prosecu
tor had asked for 10 years in prison for
Mr. Moczulski, nine years for Mr.
Szeremietiew and Mr. Stanski, and six
years for Mr. Jandziszak.
The four men were arrested two years
ago after Mr. Moczulski had told the
West German magazine Der Spiegel
that Poland might withdraw from the
Warsaw Pact.
A court ordered them released after
last summer's protests, finding that
there "were no reasons that would
justify temporary detention." But the
verdict was overturned on appeal, and
they were rearrested.
The KPN suspended its activities
after Mr. Moczulski's 1980 arrest.
Although several of the group's plat
form statements had right-wing
overtones, it won the respect and
support of the Solidarity labor move
ment for its staunch nationalist stance
and its willingness to stand up to the
Communist regime.

Solidarity leaders accused
of espionage contacts
WARSAW - An official Commu
nist Party journal dated September 12
charged some interned Solidarity leaders
with maintaining contacts with United
States and other Western spy agencies,
reported United Press International.
The monthly "Ideologia і Polityka"
("Ideology and Politics") said leaders of
the suspended Polish trade union had
met American and British intelligence
agents in London, Rome and Washing
ton.

Industrial mishaps...
(Continued from page 1)

the accident occurred, was to have been
fully operational by late spring.
The workers on the nuclear construc
tion site included specialists and en
gineers from across the Soviet Union.
According to Smoloskyp, less than 10
percent of the workers were local
Ukrainians.
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Sakharov letter warns of Soviet global expansionism
WARSAW - In a letter to the
recently concluded Pugwash Confe
rence of Science and World Affairs
meeting here, exiled Soviet physicist
Andrei Sakharov chided those in the
Western disarmament movement for
what he called a "one-sided'' approach
to the question of nuclear proliferation,
and accused the Soviet Union of using
detente to "shift the equilibrium to its
advantage" in Europe, reported The
New York Times.
The conference was held in the Polish
capital from August 26to 31, the second
anniversary of the founding of the
suspended Solidarity free trade union,
and featured efforts by Western scien
tists to "explicity disassociate" the
proceedings from the Polish military
agreement.
However, the attempt to include such
a disassociation in the final statement of
the conference was rejected by its
governing body.
The Pugwash conferences were started
25 years ago to provide an impartial
scientific forum to alert the world to the
dangers of nuclear war. Over 160
scientists from 167 countries attended
this year's sessions.
Copies of Dr. Sakharov's letter,
which was originally written fordeKvery
to the 25th anniversary meeting held

earlier this year in Canada but did not
arrive in the West until August, were
handed out to all conference partici
pants.
In the letter, Dr. Sakharov, the father
of the Soviet hydrogen bomb who was
exiled to Gorky several years ago for his
activities on behalf of humanrightsand
world peace, criticized the Soviet Union
for what he described as expansionist
military and political policies and
violations of human rights.
He said that many Western pacifists
suffer from "insufficient knowledge or
naivete" when they direct their efforts
solely against the United States and the
West and not the Soviet Union.
"To some degree this might well
apply to the Pugwash movement itself,"
wrote Dr. Sakharov. "The work of the
Pugwash conferences and many other
international meetings as well is marked
by a negative feature typical of the
position taken by the representatives of
the Soviet Union."
He also noted that many peace
activists seem to ignore persistent
Soviet attempts to shift the arms balance
in Europe in their favor.
"The SS-20 missiles have changed the
strategic equilibrium in Europe al
though those who take part in pacifist

CSCE leaders blame persecution
for demise of Moscow Helsinki Group
WASHINGTON - Congressional
leaders of the Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),
reacting to the September 8 announce
ment of the dissolution of the Moscow
Helsinki Group, accused Soviet autho
rities of mounting a sustained and
systematic campaign against dissent.
Rep. Dante Fascell (D-Fla.), chair
man of the commission, said he de
plored "the Soviet repression which has
forced an end to the noble work of the
Moscow Helsinki Group."
The disbanding of the Moscow group,
set up in 1976 to monitor Soviet com
pliance with the human-rights provi
sions of the 1975 Helsinki Accords, was
formally announced in a statement by.
Yelena Bonner, wife of exiled Soviet
physicist and human-rights activist
Andrei Sakharov. Citing the "cruel
persecution" of the so-called Helsinki

U.S. trade rep
backs sanctions
WASHINGTON - U.S. Trade Re
presentative William E. Brock said on
September 12 that President Ronald
Reagan's sanctions against the Soviet
Union's natural gas pipeline have had
no effect on the martial law crackdown
in Poland, but that they need "time to
work," reported the Associated Press.
Mr. Brock, appearing on NBC-TV's
"Meet the Press," defended the ad
ministration's sanctions against four
companies for helping the construction
of the Siberian gas pipeline to Western
Europe.
The sanctions were imposed against
the European licensees of American
firms that are under contract to deliver
essential parts and pipeline technology
to the Soviets.
The Reagan administration has
maintained that the sanctions were
designed to punish Moscow for its part
in the declaration of martial law in
Poland fast December ІЗ.

monitors, Ms. Bonner said the group,
which at one time had some 20 mem
bers, had been thoroughly decimated
by arrests and was forced to terminate
its activities. In addition to Ms. Bonner,
only two members of the group — Sofia
Kalistratova, 75, and Naum Mieman,
70 — have managed to avoid arrest,
and Ms. Kalistratova, a lawyer, is
currently being investigated by authori
ties.
Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan.), cochairman of the CSCE, said that Ms.
Bonner's announcement "should be
seen as part of a pattern of Soviet
contempt for its CSCE human-rights
commitments and will have a negative
impact on the Madrid CSCE meeting."
The 35-state meeting, which con
vened in November 1980 ,
is sche
duled to resume this fall.
Noting that the Soviets continued to
arrest and imprison dissidents and
human-rights advocates during the
Madrid meeting, Sen. Dole commented
that "such spurning of the Helsinki
pledges cannot be effective, since the
social causes of dissent in the USSR
continue."
While criticizing the Soviets for
persecuting the Moscow group, Rep.
Fascell implied that its demise still leaves
a legacy of information detailing Soviet
violations of human rights and the
Helsinki agreement.
"The Moscow Helsinki Group, how
ever, lives on through its 200 docu
ments, based on information from
many Soviet citizens, which bear testi
mony to the Soviet people's desire to see
their government live up to its Helsinki
human-rights pledges," he said.
As to the possibility that the dissolu
tion of the Moscow Helsinki Group
marks the end of organized dissent in
the Soviet Union, Rep. Fascell said that
"despite Soviet claims to have 'wiped
out'dissent in the USSR, I am sure that
Soviet citizens will still speak out for
their rights and we in the West will
continue , to.defend their right.to d o
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demonstrations seem not to notice this
fact," he wrote.
The Nobel laureate also warned that
the USSR "continues to expand its zone
of influence throughout the world - in
Africa, Asia, Latin America." The
culmination of such a policy, according
to Dr. Sakharov, was the intervention
in Afghanistan.
In his only reference to the situation
in Poland, where riot police battled
Solidarity supporters on the last day of
the Pugwash meeting, Dr. Sakharov
wrote: "Poland's attempt at pluralistic
development has been replaced by
military rule."
Despite these factors. Dr. Sakharov
insisted that the only way to solve
international problems was through
peaceful compromise. The alternative,
he said, would be global destruction.
Commenting on the situation inside
the Soviet Union, Dr. Sakharov wrote
that the society remains "as closed as
ever."
"The freedom to exchange informa
tion, the freedom of conscience, the
freedom to choose one's country of
residence are violated," he wrote.
"Conditions for monitoring Soviet
compliance with the international
agreements to which it is a signatory are
practically non-existent. The persecu
tion of dissidents has increased."
He urged the West to continue efforts
to hold the Soviets to such agreements
as the 1975 Helsinki Accords on human
rights and security, calling the Soviet
claim that such actions constitute
tampering in the internal affairs of
another sovereign state nothing more
than "hypocrisy.^
, In closing, Dr. Sakharov appealed to
- scientists around the world to speak out
in the defense of Soviet political pri
soners. Among those mentioned were
Ukrainian Helsinki monitors Lev
Lukianenko, Vasyl Stus, Oleksa Tykhy,
Mykola and Raisa Rudenko, Mykola
and Olha Matusevych and Ivan Kandyba.

Brezhnev
to retire?
MOSCOW - In an unusual burst
of news leaks, unofficial reports are
circulating here that Leonid Brezh
nev, the 75-year-old Soviet leader,
will retire by the end of the year, the
Associated Press reported on Sep
tember 4.
Soviet government sources, who
had previously refused to talk about
his tenure in office or his health, said
Mr. Brezhnev would probably resign
in late December, about the time of
the celebration of the 60th anniver
sary of the establishment of the
Soviet Union in 1921
The union of several Soviet re
publics was formed five years after
the Communists came to power in
the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917.
But the Soviet sources said that the
announcement of Mr. Brezhnev's
resignation could come as early as
next month.
Whether these reports are true, or
feelers sent out by interested parties,
is impossible to say. What makes
them unusual is that government
officials who would ordinarily deny
any knowledge are spreading the
word among Western reporters,
according to the AP.
The Soviet sources said Mr.
Brezhnev would leave office with
extraordinary honors. His prede
cessors either died in office, as Stalin
did in 1953, or were ousted, as in the
case of Nikita Khrushchev in 1964.
Western experts have cautioned
that reports of the impending resig
nation could be part of a campaign
by other Politburo members, possibly
including Yuri Andropov, to try to
push Mr. Brezhnev out of office.
Mr. Andropov is a high party
official who served as head of the
KGB, the state security organ, from
1967 until last May, when he return(Continued on page 13)

SUM-A counselors' petition urges
Reagan to help free Shukhevych
ELLENVILLE, N.Y. - The partici
pants of this summer's SUM-A (Ukrai
nian American Youth Association)
Counselor Training Camp, held from
August 15 to September 5, organized a
committee in the defense of Yuriy
Shukhevych, a Ukrainian political
prisoner in the USSR since 1948.
The committee, headed by Chrystyna
Barna, worked to achieve and accom
plish two goals. First, the committee
collected donations from concerned
Ukrainian Americans during the Labor
Day rally at the SUM-A camp in
Ellenville. These contributions were
sent to the national council of SUM-A,
where a fund has been established for
the defense of Mr. Shukhevych.
Second, the committee drew up a
petition to President Ronald Rea
gan requesting that he use his influence
to help free Mr. Shukhevych.
The petition was signed by the 73
participants of the camp and over 20
members of the faculty. In addition, the
40 members of the committee gathered
over 2,000 signatures of Ukrainian
Americans present in Ellenville during
the Labor Day Weekend to commemo
rate the 40th anniversary of the struggle
of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UPA) against the Russian Soviet
invaders during World War II.
The petition, dated September 5, read
as follows.

"Honorable Mr. President,
"We American Ukrainian students
who have completed the counselor
youth training programs in Ellenville's
Ukrainian American youth camp are
agonizing over the fate of one Yuriy
Shukhevych, who for the last 30 years
has languished in both Siberian labor
camps and internal exile.
"At the age of 48, due to the continual
denial of medical services by the Rus
sian Soviet regime, Yuriy Shukhevych
has not only permanently lost his sight,
but is critically ill. His only crime is his
refusal to condemn and renounce his
father, who was the commander-inchief of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army,
which fought the Russian Soviet in
vaders of Ukraine during World War II.
"Therefore, Mr. President we request
that you, as president of the greatest free
country in the world, use your influence
with the Russian Soviet Communist
government in demanding the immediate
release of Yuriy Shukhevych and his
family, so that they may immigrate to
the free world and that he may receive
the medical attention he so badly needs.
"With great respect to you, Mr.
President, we the students of the Ukrai
nian-American youth camp have
gathered signatures in support of this
action at.our Labor Day rally in Ellen
ville, N.Y."
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D.C. Knights of Columbus help
Ukrainian missions in South America
WASHINGTON - The St. Josaphat recently celebrated its second anniverCouncil of the Knights of Columbus sary. The members are parishioners
here recently transmitted a donation in from the Ukrainian Catholic National
support of Ukrainian Catholic missions Shrine of the Holy Family in Washingin South America. A check was perso- ton.
nally delivered by the past grand knight
The council by-laws, approved by the
of the council and past state deputy, supreme headquarters, provide for a
Michael Kosciw, to Msgr. Stephen J. Ukrainian Missions Fund financed by
Chrepta, director of the Ukrainian allocations of 10 percent from all dues,
Catholic Mission Society in Stamford, and other income, toward this special
Conn.
fund for the support of Ukrainian
St. Josaphat Council is the first Catholic missions in South America.
Ukrainian Catholic council to be estaThe aim of the council, besides aiding
blished in the United States, and it the missions, is to encourage other
Ukrainian organizations and individuals to follow its example in supporting Ukrainian Catholic missions in poor
countries. The council inaugurated this
support when advised by Msgr. Chrepta
of the conditions and needs in South
America that necessistated
ever-inVATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul creasing assistance from more affluent
II recently raised the status of the Ukrainians in North America.
Ukrainian Catholic Exarchate in AusIn addition, the council is also contritralia to that of a eparchy, according to buting, by separate funding, toward the
Cardinal Wladislaw Rubin, the head of building of the Ukrainian Catholic
the Eastern Congregation, reported National Shrine in Washington. It
Vatican Radio.
is also committed to providing
The eparchy will be named Ss. Peter support services for the St. Josaphat
and Paul Eparchy for Ukrainian Catho- Major Seminary in coordination with
lics, and the diocese headquarters will the rector, Msgr. Walter Paska.
be in Melbourne. The first eparch of this
Contributions for the needs of the
newly established division, named by Ukrainian Catholic Church in South
the pope will be Bishop Ivan Prasko, America may be submitted to the
who until this time had served as the Ukrainian Catholic Mission Society,
apostolic exarch for Ukrainians in 195 Glenbrook Road, St'imford, Conn.
Australia and New Zealand.
06902.

Ukrainian eparchy
created in Australia

0DVU conducts...
(Continuedfrompete 1)

of the arbitration board are Mychaylo
Scredowych, Andriy Stetsiw and John
Odezynsky.
The three-day meeting was opened by
Dr. Shebunchak, with an invocation
delivered by the Rev. Bohdan Lewycky,
chaplain of the homestead. There was
also a moment of silence for organization members who had died over the past
two years.
Elected to the presidium of the
meeting were: Mr. Soltys, chairman;
Messrs. Bily and Stasyk, vice chairmen;
and Messrs. Seredowych and Stetsiw,
secretaries.
Delegates adopted the agenda for the
meeting without changes. Reports were
then delivered by Messrs. Shebunchak,
Procyk and Stercho. A discussion
period followed.
The highlight of Sunday's events was
the visit of Metropolitan Mstyslay,
head of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
of the U.S.A. He was greeted in front of
St. Andrew's Chapel with bread and
salt by Dr. Shebunchak and Michael
Heretz of ODVU and Paula Riznyk of
the Ukrainian Gold Cross, who welcomed the prelate to the homestead.
Attending the metropolitan were the
Revs. Stephen Bilak, head of the Orthod o x C o n s i s t o r y , and George
ICrasevych, and Deacon Yurij
H a l y c i a , w h o a s s i s t e d him
during the divine liturgy. The choir was
directed by Vasyl Pisar. After the
liturgy, the metropolitan addressed the
crowd and greeted worshippers.
A Ukrainian Catholic liturgy was
celebrated by the Rev. Lewycky.
Before the close of the formal meetings, participants were greeted by V.
Veryha, vice president of Ukrainian
National Federation of Canada. The
meeting concluded with the adoption of
resolutions and the singing of the
Ukrainian national anthem.
During the banquet, which began on

Sunday at 6 p.m., Mykola Plawiuk,
head of the Leadership of Ukrainian
Nationalists, was introduced, and in his
address, he underscored that the eternal
idea of Ukrainian statehood lives on in
Ukraine. He said that it is the role of
Ukrainians here to convince the governments of the free world that in their
conflict with the Soviet Union they will
find willing and helpful allies in the
peoples enslaved by the Soviets.
Greetings were also offered by representatives of other Ukrainian organizations, among them Dr. Pazuniak,
World Federation of Ukrainian Women's Organizations; Dr. Roman Baranowsky, Ukrainian Democratic Movement, the Committee for Law and
Order in the UCCAand the Association
of Ukrainians in America; and Mr.
Todoriw of the Providence Association
of Ukrainian Catholics.
Greetings were received from Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, the Ukrainian
Journalists' Association of America,
and from the Ukrainian National Association and the Ukrainian Fraternal
Association.
The entertainment program featured
performances by bandurist Roman
Lewycky, and recitations by sisters
Marta and Oksana Mychayluk. Sisters
Lida and Christina Amaro performed
several dance numbers. There was also a
performance by a musical trio led by
Volodymyr Stasiuk. The banquet emcee
was Mr. Seredowych.
Stephen Kuropas of Chicago was
presented with a gift of appreciation.
The banquet was closed by Mr.
Shebunchak and with a benediction
delivered by the Rev. Lewycky. The
program ended with the singing of the
Ukrainian national anthem.
A dance to the music of the Dnipro
orchestra followed.
Also meeting during the long holiday
weekend were the Ukrainian Gold
Cross and the Ukrainian Liberation
Fund, both ODVU-affiliated organizations.
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Ukrainians, Hungarians honor governor

Connecticut Gov. William A. O'Neill (second from left) with (from left) Orest T.
Dubno, Dr. Michael Snihurowych and New Haven Mayor Biagio DiLieto.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Connecticut Gov. William A. O'Neill was the
guest of honor August 19 at a fundraising reception sponsored by members of the Hungarian and Ukrainian
communities of Connecticut.
The chairman of the event was Orest
T. Dubno, commissioner of the State
Department of Revenue Services, who
commented: "Gov. Bill O'Neill has been
a friend to Connecticut citizens of East
European heritage, and we wanted to
show him our support and appreciation
for all he has done."

Natalia Ivaniw...
(Continuedfrompeje 1)

chairwoman; Oresta Jarymowych; secretary; and Ivanna Harasowsky, treasurer.
New committee chairwoman are:
Raisa Kudela, organization; W0I0dymyra Kawka, education; Valentina
Mushinsky, social service; Nadia Karkoc, culture; Hanna Cherin and Dr.
Halyna Lashchenko, literary arts.
Marusia Popovich, Lewka Krupka,
Anna Kuzyk, Irena Semkowych, Nastia
Furmanec and Maria Bartoshko were
elected members at large.
The auditing committee is composed
of Irena Varyvoda, chairwoman, Dr.
Sophia Karpinsky, Maria Hromiak,
Olena Klymkiw and Eustachia Jastrembsky.
Mira Powch was elected editor of the
Ukrainian Gold Cross Bulletin.
The title of honorary member of the
Ukrainian Gold Cross was bestowed
upon Anna Lewut of Detroit in recognition of her long and dedicated service to
the organization.
The convention, which was called to
order at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, was
conducted by a presidium consisting of
Dr. Pazuniak, chairman; Ms. Mushinsky, vice chairman, and Ms. Jarymovych, secretary. The Rev. Bohdan
Lewycky, pastor of St. Mary's Ukrainian Catholic Church in Mc Adoo, Pa.,
offered a prayer for the success of the
convention.
Saturday's business sessions also
included reports by UGC officers and
elections of new executive bodies.
On Saturday afternoon,-the convention was addressed by Mykola Plawiuk,
head of the Leadership of Ukrainian
Nationalists, and Paul Dorozynsky,
head of the Ideologically Related Ukrainian Organizations.
A message of best wishes was sent to
the Ukrainian Gold Cross by Lidia
Burachynsky, president of the World

Also attending the affair were: New
Haven Mayor Biagio DiLieto and
Michael Snihurowych, president of the
Connecticut Ukrainian Congress Committee.
More than 100 people attended the
reception, a cocktail party, held at the
New Haven Restaurant in downtown
New Haven.
Members of the reception committee
included Janos Decsy, Prof. John
Teluk, Leslie Szilagyi and Yaropolk
Hladkyj.
Federation of Ukrainian Women's
Organizations.
Also that afternoon, the Ukrainian
Gold Cross convention delegates had
the opportunity to hear remarks by Dr.
Pazuniak, president of Philadelphia's
UGC branch, about her participation in
the international women's conference
held in Helsinki, Finland, in the summer.
In turn, Ms. Ivaniw took the podium
to speak about her participation in
women's conferences in Phoenix, Ariz.,
New Orleans, St. Louis, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and Bismarck, N.D. She represented the Ukrainian Gold Cross at these
meetings of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.
. The principal address of the day, on
a
The Ukrainian Woman and the Ukrainian Family," was delivered by Ms.
Mushinsky. She especially focused on
the dilemmas facing Ukrainian mothers
living under Communist domination in
Ukraine.
On Sunday morning the Ukrainian
Gold Cross delegates, along with delegates to the convention of the Organization for the Rebirth of Ukraine (ODVU)
being held concurrently at the Ukrainian Homestead, attended a liturgy
celebrated by Metropolitan Mstyslav of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the
U.S.A.
The Sunday afternoon session of the
UGC convention was devoted to the
adoption of resolutions and adjournment. That evening, the UGC and
ODVU held a banquet attended by
representatives of many Ukrainian
community organizations.
On Monday morning, the new national executive board of the Ukrainian
Gold Cross held its first meeting.
Among the topics discussed were the
date and place of the 1983 UGC conference and the recruitment of new
members. For information about the
Ukrainian Gold Cross and its branches,
interested persons may contact: Paula
Riznyk, 232 San Remo, Warm Mineral
Springs, Fla. 33596.
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Ukrainian Institute directors visit UNA
JERSEY CITY, N. Y. - Members of
the board of director! of the Ukrainian
Institute of America visited the editorial
offices of UNA publications on August
25 to inform about its planned activities
for the upcoming season.
The visitors included Walter Nazarewicz, executive vice president of the
UIA; Maria Honczarenko, UIA secretary; Zenon Babiuk, UIA treasurer;
Walter Baranetsky, a member of the
executive and finance committees; Dr.
Rostyslaw Sochynslcy, chairman of the
public relations committee; Walter
Hnatkowsky, chairman of the programs committee; and Andrij Dobriansky, administrative director of the UIA.
Dr. Sochynsky said the purpose of
the visit was to personally thank the
Ukrainian community for its sustained
support of the UIA, and especially
the UNA and its two newspapers,
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly; to
report on the most recent accomplishments of the UIA; and to inform about
the UIA's planned activity and longrange goals.
The officers of the UIA spoke with
considerable gratification about the
accomplishments during the past year.
They included a Ukrainian composers'
series, art exhibits of both established
and young Ukrainian artists, films and
performing arts, and lectures and
cultural programs on Ukrainian topics
and those sponsored by other East
European groups, foremost of
which was the Slavic Culture Week
celebration.
By far the most gratifying accomplishment has been the expansion of the
educational program offered by the
UIA in the spring of 1982, the officers
said. The curriculum, targeted at
adult Ukrainian Americans and newly
arrived immigrants to the United States,
presented courses in Ukrainian culture,
history, language and English as a
second language.
Future program activity, said Mr.
Hnatkowsky, will be expanded to
feature exposure to Ukrainian and
American literary accomplishments.
The fall program will continue the
previous direction established by the
institute in the areas of Ukrainian
music, art and film, and will now be
augmented by poetry readings.
Highlights will include an exhibition
of art by Jury Solovij and Jacques
Hnizdovsky, a photographic exhibit by
American-based photographers and
Wolodymyr Suchenko from Rome, a
continuation of the Ukrainian Composers' Series and a reading of modern
American poetry by David Ignatow.
A testimonial is planned for Lydia
Savoyka for her many contributions to
the immigrant and minority groups in
New York City.
The adult education program curriculum has been expanded for the upcoming fall season. Two new courses
will address the problems of preparing
immigrants to apply for American
citizenship and to correctly read and
interpret the English language. The
entire non-credit adult education offerings will include American naturalization, remedial reading in English,
conversational Ukrainian, English as a
second language (elementary and intermediate).
In addition, the institute will offer on
its premises college-accredited courses
in Ukrainian language, culture, and in
Ukrainian language and literature
research in affiliation with Hunter
College of the City University of New
York.
Two new workshops for the building
and playing of the bandura are scheduled in affiliation with the New York

School of Bandura.
Master classes in voice and piano and
the opera workshop will continue under
the tutelage of Mr. Dobriansky and
Thomas Hrynkiw. The Contemporary
Performing Arts Group will continue its
workshops, giving a series of public
performances during the 1982-83 season.
The institute is also expanding and
organizing its 1 ibrary to supplement the
educational function, officials said.
Extensive renovation of the areas
housing the UIA museum and permanent art collection is being conducted to
the extent of financial means.
According to the officers, such an
extensive program has placed a considerable strain on the resources of the
institute. The UIA relies primarily on
the generosity of its 250-plus members
for financial support and volunteer
efforts, particularly young-adults.
The membership committee is currently working to expand the membership base, and it plans to publish a
roster of members and, with the public
relations committee, quarterly UIA
newsletters.
Regarding the UIA's real estate tax
status with the City of New York, it
finds itself in the same predicament as
over 5,000 institutions whose tax-exempt
status has been revoked, board members said. The UIA board is appealing
this ruling, and is cautiously optimistic
about a favorable outcome.
After visiting the editorial offices, the
UIA officers visited the UNA executive
offices, meeting with Supreme President John Flis to extend personal
congratulations on the occasion of his
re-election as president of the UNA.
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Providence Association to mark 70th
with liturgy, opera presentation
PHILADELPHIA - The 70th
anniversary of the Providence Association of Ukrainian Catholics in
America will be celebrated here on
Sunday, September 26, with a hierarchal divine liturgy and a presentation of the opera "Zaporozhets za
Dunayem."
A special committee has been
working to organize a commemorative day which will include a 10 a.m.
liturgy concelebrated by Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk, Bishops Basil
Losten of Stamford, Innocent Lotocky of Chicago and Auxiliary
Bishop Robert Moskal as well as
other clergy, at the Immaculate
Conception Cathedral. The cathedral
choir, directed by Osyp Lupan, will
sing the responses, and the Rev.
Stephen Chomko, president of the
Providence Association, will deliver
the homily.
The service will include a panakhyda for deceased members of the
association, including Bishop Soter
Ortynsky, the founder of the organization.
After the service, the committee,
which consists of the Rev. Chomko,
Ivan Smoley, Bohdan Todoriw and
Stephanie Wochok, has planned a
light snack in the cathedral hall for
the guests and participants before
they depart for the afternoon opera
performance.
At 3 p.m. in the Cardinal Dougherty High School theater, at Second
Street and Chelthan Avenue, the
- New York opera ensemble will per-

form Hulak-Artemovsky's three-act
opera "Zaporozhets za Dunayem."
Between acts two and three of "Zaporozhets," the opera ensemble will
perform Liudkevych's "Karas u
Sultana." This is the first time this
opera will be performed outside the
boundaries of Ukraine.
The stars of the opera are young
actors, many of whom are debuting
in a Ukrainian opera. The director of
the opera is Lev Reynarovych, an
experienced opera star who has
performed for 40 years. He will also
play the role of Ivan Karas. Odarka
will be played by Marta Andriuk;
Oksana — Maria Yasinska-Murovana; Andrij — Leonid Bederiv;
Sultan - Mykola Holodyk; Iman Stefan Szkafarowsky; Selih Aga —
Mychajlo Yablonsky; Achmed (yevnuch) — Maria Reynarovych; Prokip
— Bohdan Bohush; Hassan — Andrij
Pavliuk.
The musical director is Jaroslav
Lischynsky; Mr. Jablonsky is in
charge of the decorations. The concertmasters are Raphael Wenke and
Taras Levytsky. Sonia Shereg is the
musical assistant and pianist for the
performance.
The dance during the opera will be
performed by the Voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, under the
direction of Alexandra Hraur and
Sophia Janush. The combined church
choirs of Brooklyn and Ozone Park,
N. Y. as well as a symphony orchestra
will also perform in the opera.
Ticket prices are S10, S8 and S6.

Ukrainian home featured in exhibit of Canadian housing
WINNIPEG - Illustrated examples
of early Ukrainian pioneer architecture
formed part of a recent summer exhibit
at the Manitoba Museum of Man and
Nature which featured several types of
rural housing built by early settlers of
the Canadian prairies.
Organizers of the exhibit, which is
scheduled to tour Saskatchewan and
Alberta, placed special emphasis on the
various ethnic and cultural backgrounds
of the prairie immigrants, who brought
with them characteristic methods of
house construction.
Among the photographs and illustra-

tions of this early architecture were
examples of a Ukrainian house with a
thatched roof. The typical house was a
single-story log dwelling with whitewashed walls and a gabled roof covered
with thatch.
In most cases, the house faced the
south to catch the sun. The entrance
("siny") was located on the west wall.
The western part of the house usually
contained a living and kitchen area
("mala khata") with a clay stove. The
eastern part contained a larger room
("velyka khata") which was used for a
formal occasion or guest accommodation.

In addition to the Ukrainian houses,
the show included construction designs
of British, French, Mennonite and
Huflente homes.
The Prairie Houses exhibit is a joint
project of the museum and the Canadian Housing Design Council with
support from the Museum Assistance
Programs, National Museums of Canada.
The exhibit will tour in the following
cities this year and in 1983: Medicine
Hat, Estevan, Regina, Moose Jaw,
Saskatoon and North Battleford, Sask.,
and Edmonton and Red Deer in Alberta.

A Ukrainian home, circa 1920, located north of Shoal Lake in Manitoba.
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The bankruptcy of banking
Once again drawing the almighty bottom line over higher political
purpose, Western bankers meeting in Frankfurt last week agreed to
reschedule Poland's staggering debt, said to total some S25 billion. In
so doing, they chose to ignore last January's agreement by NATO
governments not to reschedule the 1982 portion of the debt until
martial law is lifted and the Reagan administration's ongoing
discussions on whether to declare Poland in default. They also chose to
ignore the Jaruzelski regime's persistent disregard of world opinion
and the will of the Polish people, best exemplified by the wanton skullbashing during the August 31 demonstration in support of Solidarity
and the recent upswing in the persecution of intellectuals and dissident
groups.
In fact, it appears that the banks' willingness to work out a flexible
rescheduling of the 1982 debt runs pari passue with the Polish
government's stiffening repression, a point that seems to support the
rather cynical notion that the banks would rather see stability at
bayonet-point than face the variables inherent in social liberty. The
reasoning here may be that dispirited workers inside a factory are
better than union workers brandishing Solidarity banners, striking
outside its gates, particularly when billions of dollars in debts are
riding on the goods produced in that factory.
Although this formulation may ring rather harsh, Western b'inks
have been intimately involved in Poland's economy for a long time,
and the results of that involvement have been at once disastrous from a
financial perspective and socially invigorating in an indirect sort of
way.
In July 1980 the Polish government was forced to initiate so-called
price reforms as a condition for the provision of more needed loans
from Western banks. The result was price increases of 90 to 100
percent for essential food products such as meat. To that point, prices
had been kept artificially low at the behest of Western banks. The price
"reforms" were crippling from an economic standpoint, but they
forced workers to strike, thus galvanizing the free trade-union
movement and the subsequent Polish renewal.
We say all this to illustrate that the Western banks have more than a
financial stake in Poland, but a responsibility to the people as well.
From the outset, they had it in their power to play a progressive role in
the rejuvenation of Poland. But instead of using their formidable
financial leverage to try and wrest political concessions from the
Polish government at a time when the rise to Solidarity did
temporarily disrupt the economy, they were busy trying to bail out
Stanislaw Kania, then the leader of Poland.
When martial law was declared last December, the banks could have
made it plain that there would be no flexible rescheduling of the Polish
debt until the junta showed a willingness to relax martial law and meet
Solidarity halfway. They could also have let the Soviets know that they
would be held accountable for Poland's debt.
Regrettably, they did none of the above.
As to the argument put forth by some bankers that economic
sanctions do not really affect the public policy of the targeted state,
and in the long run hurt its citizens most, it must be remembered that
the real justification for sanctions is that it makes even less sense to
help an adversary survive and increase its power to harm its people or
the West. Clearly, Polish citizens are sophisticated enough to
understand that. A measure of belt-tightening would be tolerated if it
ultimately meant an easing of martial law.
By going ahead with their plan to reschedule the Polish debt the
banks demonstrated a clear refutation of Western political and
ideological aims vis-a-vis Poland. This type of tergiversation is, of
course, a by-product of a free capitalist -democratic system. But, as the
Polish situation dramatically shows, a mechanism must be found to
legislatively aid banks in the West that have made irresponsible loans
to adversarial or Eastern-bloc countries. Otherwise, in their freemarket fervor to cover their losses, banks may find themselves in a
position where their interests contradict if not supercede stated
American or Western policies.
But since no such mechanism exists, it is the responsibility of
Western financial institutions to support the policy efforts .of the
governments that ensure their rights to operate freely. Unfortunately,
the bottom-line bankers meeting in Frankfurt seem to think otherwise.
By bankrolling the Jaruzelski junta, they have primarily succeeded in
undermining the efforts of Western governments to press Poland into
loosening its grip, and have thumbed their noses at the Polish people
who must live under its boot heels.

New film book: a review
"Film and the Ukrainians in Canada 1921-1980." A fllmography index of film
titles and bibliography with supplementary appendices by Shirley Zaporzan and
Robert B. Klymasz (additional entries by Jars Balan). Edmonton: The University
of Alberta - The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1982. 76 pp.
Few would contest the view that
Ukrainian film research is not a wholesale commodity. Robert B. Klymasz's
preface notes that "comparatively little
has been done to explore such non-print
media as sound recordings, television,
videotape, still photography, slides,
filmstrips and movies. The need for
technical know-how, along with special
storage and retrieval requirements,
have tended to intimidate the uninitiated and to discourage research in the
non-print media." Nonetheless, he
notes, there is "a growing, albeit tacit
recognition of the special ability of films
to yield data in a unique manner."
Some films excluded
Shirley Zaporzan's introduction
mentions that the book covers 110 films
and almost six decades of cinematic
production. She writes that "several will
regret that films by Ukrainian Canadian
filmmakers with no relation to the
Ukrainian experience (work by Roman
' Kroitor, for example) have been .excluded because of the focus onfilmsas a
reflection of the Ukrainian fact in
Canada and not on the ethnic origins of
filmmakers."
As the study shows, the films that
relate to Ukrainian Canadians do not
always originate in Canada itself; there
are Soviet Ukrainian productions listed
as well as those by non-Ukrainians.
Also some footage is strictly archival; it
is in unedited form and has never had a
public screening.
Included are amateur films as well as
professional productions of distinct or
often overlapping trends and subjects.
Well-structured study
The fllmography itself is well thought
out. For each time the following are
listed: title, date, credits, technical
information, location of print(s), summary of content and additional information. In spite of grueling research the
current location, as well as credits, of
some films are unknown.
Historical productions
The oldest item listed dates from 1921
and is titled "Nation-Building in
Saskatchewan: The Ukrainians." Originally produced in 35mm by Pathescope
of Canada (black and while, silent,
English titles), it depicts the immigration, of Ukrainians to Canada, their
lives, culture and contributions. Prints
of this film are preserved at the National Film Archives in Ottawa.
The first Ukrainian sound film produced in Winnipeg was the 1939 movie
"Star of Bethlehem" shot by the Lavra
Film Studio. This item had a story line
based on the Nativity but is heavily
laced with Ukrainian features.
'According to the book, the period
1921-50 is less productive although it
boasts several films realized by the
Canadian state institution, the National

Film Board of Canada. Most productive, however, are the 1950-80 years.
We notice that a 1951 documentary
"Concert in Celebration of the 60th
Jubilee Year of Ukrainian Settlement in
Canada" (produced by Bohdan Soluk
in Toronto), featured, among others, a
mass choir accompanied by a symphony orchestra as directed by the
eminent Lev Turkevych.
"The Treasures of Ukraine," featuring folk dress, made its appearance in
1954. The study does not mention that
this film had serious technical flaws.
We learn that one of the early Wasik
Films (Oshawa) was "Centennial of
Shevchenko" depicting commemorations in Winnipeg (1961) and climaxing
in the unveiling of the Taras Shevchenko monument on the grounds of
the Manitoba Legislative Buildings by
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker.
Contemporary films
The fllmography registers several
award-winning productions by Slavko
Nowytski, an outstanding contemporary filmmaker, such as "Sheep in
Wood," "That the Bells May Ring,"
"Reflections of the Past," "Pysanka: the
Ukrainian Easter Egg," and "Immortal
Image."
According to this study, "The Christmas Tree" (1975) by George Mendeluk
includes Mike Mazurki in the cast.
"Luchak's Easter" f 1975), directed by
Robert Klymasz, focusing on the annual Easter ritual of "provody" that
take place as a feast for the dead among
the Ukrainian Canadian Bukovinians,
is available for screening from various
sources either in the 16mm film format
or as a videocassette copy.
There is fascinating data on Halya
Kuchmiy's "The Strongest Man in the
World" (1980) about Mike Swistun, "a
haunting portrait of an extraordinary
man...as much about moral strength as
physical strength." It is narrated by
none other than Jack Palance.
The filmography includes a title
index, an- appendix with an English
translation of an excerpt from Borys
Berest's "Istoria ukrainskoho kina"
(1962). There are also short lists of
filmstrips and videotapes noted in the
course of gathering data for the fllmography. A bibliography of pertinent
books and articles conclude the book.
Some inaccuracies
Thei book incorrectly notes that
Vasile Avramenko produced "Natalka
Poltavka" and "Marusia" in Hollywood; these films were made in New
Jersey. Actually the late Mr. Avramenko never produced ,f 'Marusia"
himself. He only acquired prints of the
film, the production of which was
organized by Mykola Novak (see Borys
Berest's "Istoria ukrainskoho kina" and
Novak's commemorative album-autobiography "Na storozhi Ukrainy").
(Continued on ptftt 13)
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The Madrid Review Conference: an updated report
Twelfth semiannual report by the some progress has been made in this
president to the Commission on Secu phase of the meeting. This was re
rity and Cooperation in Europe on the flected in a compromise proposal by the
implementation of the Helsinki Final neutral/non-aligned (NNA) nations.
Act, December 1.1981 to May 31,1982. On December 16, eight NNA nations
formally introduced a redrafted final
document which resulted from weeks of
CHAPTER I
MADRID MEETING CONTINUES intensive informal contacts between the
NNA countries, acting as interme
Overview
diaries, and selected Western and
Eastern delegations.
The final act of the Conference on
The NNA draft concluding document
Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE) represents a framework for the incorporate all previously agreed upon
35 participating states to work to language and contained several new
resolve the humanitarian, economic, formulations. It also sought to narrow
political and military issues that divide the gap between East and West on key
Europe. The final act underscores that human-rights and military-security
each area is of equal importance to questions, although both sides express
genuine security and cooperation in ed strong reservations over certain
Europe. The Western objective has been aspects of the draft For the United
to preserve and strengthen this process States and other Western states, the
through a thorough review of imple human-rights portion of the NNA draft
mentation of the final act and agree document was inadequate in several
ment on balanced and constructive important respects. While containing
provision for a human-rights experts'
steps forward.
meeting, the paper failed to make
The final act recognizes that follow- adequate reference to the role that
up conferences are essential for main Helsinki monitors and other private
taining the Helsinki framework as a individuals play in the Helsinki process,
vigorous process of addressing pro or to provide for an experts'meeting on
blems in Europe. These conferences family reunification. In addition, the
have two aspects, both of great impor NNA paper contained some slight
tance: review of implementation and improvements on the final act's Basket
discussion of new proposals.
III human contacts and information
The Madrid follow-up meeting, which provisions and included new provisions
began on November 11, 1980, recessed promoting religious liberty.
again without reaching substantive
In the security area, the NNA pro
agreement on December 18,1981. As in
the past, Soviet refusal to meet Western posal left some ambiguities regarding
the
most important remaining issue —
human-rights concerns or to accept
necessary criteria for a new conference the precise definition of the zone of
on military security in Europe inhibited applicability in Europe of confidenceprogress toward an agreement. In and security-building measures
addition, the gross violations of the (CSBMs). The draft took some steps
final act which have been occurring in toward satisfying the Western demand
Poland since the imposition of martial that the CSBMs cover the whole of
law on December 13, 1981, go to the Europe, including the entire European
heart of the CSCE process and have had part of the.Soviet Union. The Soviets
a serious effect on the Madrid negotia charged that the NNA paper was essen
tions. When the meeting resumed on tially Western oriented and they refused
February 9, 1982, nearly all Western to agree to proposed revisions in the
attention was focused on Poland as human-rights area. But like the West,
Secretary of State Alexander Haig and they termed the NNA paper a construc
some, 20 other foreign ministers called tive basis for further work.
on the Soviet Union and the Polish
The imposition of martial law on
authorities to honor the principles December 13 and the subsequent sus
embodied in the final act Unable to pension of civilrightsin Poland brought
negotiate further on new undertakings. the negotiations on the NNA draft
while existing final act commitments concluding" document to a halt. It
were being massively violated by the became clear that there was no possibi
Soviet Union and the Polish authori lity of adopting a concluding agreement
ties, the Madrid meeting recessed until under existing circumstances. While the
November 9, 1981
theoretical possibility for bridging
differences still remains, it is clear that
the eventual outcome of the Madrid
Status of the Madrid meeting
meeting will be greatly affected - if not
The first phase of the Madrid meeting directly determined — by subsequent
(to mid-December 1980) was primarily developments in Poland. Indeed, at the
devoted to a review of how well the final plenary session on December 18,
participating states had fulfilled their Allied and NNA speakers strongly
obligations under the provisions of the denounced the situation in Poland and
Helsinki Final Act. The focus then made clear that events there would
shifted to discussion of proposals to affect the course of the Madrid negotia
further the implementation of the final tions.
act and to actual drafting of a conclud
When the meeting resumed on Feb
ing document The United States and ruary 9, concerted Western attention to
other Western delegations continued to repression in Poland and Eastern pro
raise implementation issues as circum cedural maneuvers designed to stifle
stances warranted.
criticism over repression in Poland and
From the outset, two issues have other Eastern violations of the final act
proved particularly contentious: bal made it clear that there could be no
anced progress on humanrightsand the return to the business of negotiating
mandate for a post-Madrid conference new agreements. Secretary of State
on the military aspects of security. Haig and the other Western foreign
Discussion and progress on these issues ministers who addressed the Madrid
were outlined in previous reports. After meeting stressed continuing dedication
months of negotiations, the conference to the principles and provisions of the
was still divided over the same funda final act and the desire to be able to
mental issues when itrecessedinconclu move ahead on the basis of the draft
sively on December 18 without agree concluding document presented in
ment on afinaldocument. Nevertheless, December by the neutral and non-

aligned countries, taking into account
the need for improvements in both
human-rights and military -security
areas. However, Secretary Haig and the
foreign ministers of other allies who
addressed the session stated that the
meeting could not return to business as
usual until there was evidence of Eastern
intent to live up to the final act and the
Polish people were again free to exercise
their rights to self-determination and
other fundamental freedoms. He called
the December 16 NNA proposal con
structive, but said that "we could not
pretend to build a structure of peace and
security in Madrid while the founda
tion for that structure is being under
mined in Poland." He also questioned
"negotiations on new words and new
undertakings while existing obligations
are being so blatantly ignored." Swiss
Foreign Minister Aubert, noting his
outrage at Eastern procedural attempts
to block Western and NNA statements
at the acrimonious plenary session on
February 9, 1982, proposed that the
Madrid meeting be promptly suspended
for at least "several months." He said the
international climate was so bad over
events in Poland that it would be
impossible to reach agreement on a
concluding document. On February 17,
United Kingdom delegation chief John
Wilbefforce eloquently stated that the
Madrid meeting could not sidestep its
responsibility and adopt a concluding
document which would be dishonored
the moment it was adopted. He des
cribed events in Poland as incompa
tible with the final act and said to
ignore them would bean admission that
the final act is a dead letter. During the
following weeks the United States and
other Western countries steadfastly
took the position that it would be
fruitless and potentially damaging to
the integrity of the CSCE process to
resume negotiations on new agreements
while military repression in Poland
continued. Instead, allied negotiators
carried out a lenthy, detailed and
comprehensive review of Soviet and
Polish violations of the final act. A
further account of the discussions on
Poland at Madrid is found in the
following section of this report.
Soviet attempts to tar the West with
responsibility for precipitating a recess
received little credibility. Faced with a
negotiating deadlock, the participants,
following extensive consultations, de
cided to recess the meeting on March 12
until November 9. The United States is
prepared to resume the effort toward
agreement on new steps to strengthen
the Helsinki process when there is
evidence of a genuine effort by the East
to live up to its existing final act
commitments, including genuine im
provement of the situation in Poland.
We hope that when we return to Madrid
in the fall, a review of the situation in
Poland will show that conditions there
and elsewhere permit the conference to
resume work toward a balanced and
substantive concluding document that
would strengthen the Helsinki process.

countries have used the Madrid meet
ing for a constructive effort to improve
security and cooperation in Europe.
After a frank, thorough and objective
review of implementation in 1980, the
West has raised matters of implementa
tion — particularly the continuing
Soviet repression of dissidents and
suppression of civil liberties in Poland
- as necessary. And there was very
tough bargaining on new proposals to
ensure that agreements reached at
Madrid, however modest, involve con
crete, balanced, practical and genuine
steps forward.
The Western review of implementa
tion was especially extensive in the field
of human rights, with particular atten
tion given to specific issues and cases in
the human-rights records of a number
ot-countries. The United States was
joined in its efforts to examine fully
human-rights implementation by vir
tually all other Western countries.
Many Eastern countries, for their pan,
addressed human-rights questions,
thereby strengthening the CSCE man
date of review of implementation.
Review of implementation was carried
out in plenary sessions as well as in
specialized working groups focusing on
particular areas or baskets of the final
act.
In the area of implementation, it is
worth recalling at the outset that the
process of renewal and reform under
way in Poland since 1980 could be
viewed as an important step toward
fuller implementation of the final act.
This process offered the prospect of
fulfilling hopes held in both the East
and West that enhanced stability in
Europe would bring with it a more
decent and open life for the peoples of
Eastern Europe. The oppression in
Poland beginning December 13, 1981,
constitutes instead a massive violation
of .the final act for which the Polish
authorities and the Soviet Union bear
full responsibility. The military regime
of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski clearly has
failed to abide by Principle VII concern
ing respect for humanrightsand funda
mental freedoms. The pressures and
threats of the Soviet Union which led to
these actions by the Polish authorities
and Soviet complicity in the continuing
suppression of the Poles also are viola
tions of Soviet undertakings under the
final act. Of course, Soviet violations
of thefinalact continued in a number of
other areas, including the continued
military occupation of Afghanistan,
jamming of Western radio broadcasts,
and repression of the Helsinki "watch
groups" that had formed to monitor the
Soviet government's implementation of
the final act.

When the Madrid session resumed on
February 9, 1982, there was a forceful
demonstration of Western concern over
Poland. On February 9 and again on
February 12, Secretary Haig and some
20 other foreign ministers castigated the
repressive actions of the Polish authori
ties and Soviet involvements in these
actions.
The clear and concerted message was
і passed
that more cooperative relations
Review of implementation
with the West depended on the East
Review of implementation is ne honoring its international commit
cessary both to demonstrate the con ments. Secretary Haig vigorously and
cerns of the participating states over forcefully condemned therepressionin
shortcomings in implementing the final Poland and the Soviet role in these
act and to point out areas that require developments, maintaining that defense
further attention in the discussion of of the rights of the Polish people is
new proposals. The discussion of new "essential to the survival of the Helsinki
proposals provides an opportunity to process." He called for the release of
imprisoned trade-union leaders and
build on the final act.
- The United States and other Western
(Continued on paje 14)
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Ukrainian Heritage Day draws
thousands to Ontario Place
by Helen Perozak Smindak
TORONTO - More than 600 Ukrai
nian Canadian participants from com
munities across Ontario — folk dancers,
singers and musicians — combined
their talents and expertise in a spectacle
of sound and color during the fourth
annual Ukrainian Heritage Day at
Ontario Place on August 29.
As before, festival events were free to
all Ontario Place visitors. Attendance
for the day at the popular recreational
center, located on man-made islands in
Toronto's harbor, was estimated at
about 45,000.
Hazy sunshine and cool breezes from
Lake Ontario did not dampen the spirits
of performers or onlookers. Visitors
strolled over bridges and through glassenclosed walkways from one island to
another, taking in various events along
the way.
Commemorating the 100th anniver
sary of the birth of Ukrainian composer
Kyrylo Stetsenko, the festival also paid
tribute to Ukrainian Canadians who
have won fame in the sports field and
brought recognition to Canada as well
as to their Ukrainian heritage.
Among the athletes who made a
personal appearance at the festival was
Dale Hawerchuk of the Winnipeg Jets ,
winner of the 1982 Calder Memorial
Trophy as rookie of the year.

Also in attendance at the evening
concert and the VIP reception preced
ing it was gymnast Jennifer Diachun,
five-time winner of the Canadian na
tional gymnastic competitions who
represented Canada at the і 968 and
1972 Olympics and in the 1970 and 1974
World Championships.
Others were Boris Chambul, current
Canadian discus champion and record
holder; Lucas Dmysh, Ontario judo
champion in 1977; and his sister, Car
men Dmysh, a silver medalist in the
Ontario women's judo championship in
1977; and former international soccer
stars Alexander Skotsen and Ostap
Stetskiw.
Two athletes who were unable to
attend were represented by their fathers.
Proudly standing in for Steve Podborski, 1982 World Cup downhill ski
champion, was Michael Podborski, and
for the Toronto Argonauts' recordsetting kicker, Zenon Andrusyshen, was
Ivan Andrusyshen.
Also present were the Hawerchuk
and Dmysh families and Steve Podborski's grandfather.
Hockey superstar Wayne Gretzky,
whose ancestry on his father's side
includes a Ukrainian strain, sent his best
wishes along with an autographed
picture for inclusion in a special photo
exhibit of Ukrainian Canadian athletes
of the past and present.

The daylong festival included an
ecumenical moleben, and afternoon
and evening performances of song and
dance in the roof-covered Forum
amphitheatre, an exhibit of crafts,

stamps and children's books, showings
of Ukrainian films produced in Canada,
and a magician's show for children.
A round-robin soccer tournament for
youngsters in the 6-to-12-age bracket
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on the Canadian National
і baseball field nearby.
g ceremonies for Heritage
field at noon on the Brigantine
іе accompaniment of martial

music from Toronto's Baturyn Band.
Among the officials taking part were
John Novosad of Winnipeg, national
president of the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee; Tom Gibson, manager of

the Ontario Place Corporation; Dr.
Petro Hlibowych, president of the UCC
Ontario Council and chairman of
Ukrainian Heritage Day; and Yaroslav
(Continued on page 12)
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Top left: Bishop Isidore Borecky (center) celebrates an
ecumenical moieben. Assisting him are the Very Rev. Petro
Bublyk (left) and the Rev. Roman Nadberezny (right).
Top right: The Yasmyn Choir of Mississauga performs under
the direction of Olenka Hlibowych.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perazak Smindak
A country outing
That easy summertime livin' is over,
and it's time for the cultural season of
1982-3. It promises to be a busy one, a
great one, and indeed it has already
begun — with a social event held as a
benefit for the Ukrainian Institute of
America.
In future columns, 111 be catching up
with August happenings. For now,
here's a quick preview of the news, lack
Faience's eldest daughter, Brooke, has
been married to Michael Wilding Jr.,
the son of Elizabeth Taylor and the late
Michael Wilding; Met Opera basso
Paul Ptishka received fine reviews for
his performance in Beethoven's "Fidelio" at Tanglewood; George Bohachevsky is back with the New York City
Opera; George de la Pena is dancing up
a storm with the "Woman of the Year,"
and The Ukrainian Museum continues
its exhibit of "The Lost Architecture of
Kiev."
Colonial Americans chancing upon
the scene in East Hampton, Long
Island, would have gazed in admiration
at the buff-colored saltbox house of
pewter-maker Joseph Danforth, its trim
exterior set off by a brown picket fence,
lush green lawns, huge urns of bright
red geraniums, a quiet pond, and
beyond it, fields of marsh grasses
rustling in the breeze against a sky of
azure blue.
But they would have been nonplussed
by the attire of the mortals who moved
about the lawns and garden (Do you
see, there, over there, a woman in
trousers!), or the foreign language
intermingling with English somewhat
different from their own. And they
would have been awed by the shiny
horseless contrivances which lined both
sides of the paved lane leading to the
house.
For the 125 mortals who had traveled
in those horseless contrivances from
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, there was, of course, no mystery. It
was September 11, 1982, and they were
attending an old-fashioned open house

Guests at the Goldmans' home enjoy an outdoor performance by Ed Evanko.

mans' country home. Their New York
home has a Park Avenue address.
Mrs. Goldman, a Ukrainian American from Rochester, N.Y., and her'
husband, who is Jewish, like to work for
causes that educate others about both
ethnic groups. Reflecting this concern
as well as Mrs. Goldman's impeccable
taste, the country outing blended Ukrainian traditions, American food, a
The real marvel lay in the restoration patriotic red, white and blue color
and renovation of the historic Danforth scheme in the outdoor decor, and a
House, built in Middletown, Conn., in program of Ukrainian and American,
1758. It was dismantled, restored on the music and vignettes.
Goldmans' East Hampton property in
The Goldmans, wearing embroidered
1979 under Mrs. Goldman's supervi- Ukrainian shirts, greeted guests at the
sion; and it now serves as the Gold- front door beside an antique table
holding bread and salt. Their daughter,
Oleksa, and her helpers, Meredith
Davis and Tracy Beoss, offering cheese
and fruit snacks to go with the punch
and beer set out in the back garden,
wore simple versions of Ukrainian
costumes, with narrow colored ribbons
fluttering from the wreaths of babies'breath in their hair.
For entertainment, Ed Evanko, just
back from a concert tour in Ukraine,
offered popular Ukrainian and American songs, dedicating to the hostess "If
There is Someone Lovelier Than You."
Broadway actor William Shust beguiled
the audience with his humorous bilingual anecdotes, and pianist Ulana
Pinkowsky added a classical touch with
a Beethoven sonata and Berkovich's
"Toccata."
Walter Nazarewicz, vice-president of
the Ukrainian Institute, as emcee of the
concert, introduced Ted Dzus, UIA
president and son of the institute's
founder, William Dzus; his wife, Norma
Dzus; Daniel Kane, a founding father
and longtime secretary of the institute,
and Mrs. Kane.
Presenting Mr. and Mrs. Goldman to
the audience, Mr. Nazarewicz thanked
them for their generosity in aiding the
institute. He invited Mr. Evanko to lead
the guests in singing "Mnohaya Lita" to
Robert and Vira Goldman, in embroidered shirts, welcome guests to their country the hosts, who "organized and provided
outing: Daniel Kane and Mrs. Kane, Theodore Dzus, son of the Ukrainian for the entire event."
Institute's founder, and his wife Norma Dzus.
Dorko Senchyshyn played Ukraihosted by Vira and Robert Goldman in
their landmark 18th century home in
East Hampton.
The occasion was a fund-raiser for
the Ukrainian Institute of America, and
guests toured the eight-room house,
admiring its six fireplaces, the 10-foot
square brick chimney and the 18th
century furnishings.

Wilham Shust at the country outing.
nian melodies on a historic 18th century instrument — a bandura — during
the buffet dinner. In troubadour
fashion, he moved from group to group,
serenading guests as they sat at outdoor
tables covered with blue and white linen
(Continued on pege 15)
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Ukrainian amateur hockey update
^
Did you know there were some 45
amateur Ukrainian hockey hopefuls
competing in the three major junior
ranks in 1981-82? Did you know 35 of
the 45 played in the Western Hockey
League — a preponderance not at all
uncommon, with the demographics of
our Canadian Ukrainians? Did you
know several Ukrainian amateurs were
very early draft picks in the annual
NHL amateur draft this past spring?
Let's take a closer look at amateur
hockey, Ukrainian style.
First, there are three primary leagues
of junior hockey from which most
future NHL'ers are selected. (Growing
contributors of promising youngsters to
the NHL ranks are American and, to a
lesser degree, Canadian colleges.) They
are all on the same level — there are no
discriminating criteria to differentiate
one being better or more productive
than the others, as is the case in the
minor leagues. This is not to say there
are no dissimilarities between the three
leagues - indeed, there are a few.
They are quite distinct geographi
cally: the Quebec junior league consists
of teams located in the province of

^

by Ihor N. Stelmach

Quebec, most of whose players are of
French descent; the Ontario junior
league's teams play in cities throughout
the province of Ontario; the Western
Hockey League is made up of clubs
from the western parts of Canada,
including American franchises in Bill
ings, Mont, and Portland, Ore.
The Quebec league features more of a
finesse game with classy, smooth-strid
ing French skaters. If your bag is rough
and tough hockey, you'll be best suited
out west where the fisticuffs and aggres
sive hockey abounds.
-,
Skating in these leagues are two types
of junior player: the youngster aged 1415 to 18 who hopes to make it as a pro
after putting in two to four years in the
junior ranks; and.the 17-18 year-old,:
already drafted by an NHL club, return
ed to juniors for additional seasoning
since he still had junior eligibility of one
year. This is relatively new in the hockey
ranks. The greediness of the WHA in
challenging and changing the rule
stipulating that amateurs cannot be
drafted until
age 19 made this
possible. The NHL had no choice but to
go along with this change, thus, witness

Wi
^ ^ \ .

17-year-olds out there trying to make the
NHL in training camp.
Well, enough background data about
the juniors. Let's briefly mention nine
Ukrainian junior stars, drafted in 1981,
returned for their final year of amateur
eligibility, and ready to go to training
camp this year looking for a major
league job.
Amazingly enough, we find three
NHL clubs each laying claim to two
Ukrainian 19-year-olds. The Philadel
phia Flyers have right-winger Dave
Michayluk (62-111-173-128 PIM in 72
games), a super scoring prospect based
on those stats accumulated for Regina
in the WHL. The Flyers also have the
only Ukrainian from Quebec's junior
ranks in the person of defenseman
Taras Zytynsky. (How's that name
grab you? Is it Ukrainian enough?)
Taras, a serious prospect for this
coming season, toiled in Montreal
where he netted 18 goals, 39 assists for
57 points, 82 PIM in 64 games. He's
noted as a good goal-scorer from the
blueline, yet an artful defender back
there, too.
A second squad boasting two Ukrai-

FINAL AMATEUR SCORING
Ontario Hockey League
Player
Dave Andreychuk
Tim Hrynewich
Ed Kastelic
Mike Lekun
,
- TomMSzuf^r1?
Mike Posavad

Oshawa
Sudbury
London
Oshawa

^r^^idoif?

;"i

Peterborough

A

PTS

PIM

58
29
5
31
I "'
7

43
41
18
34
1
23

101
70
23

71
144
63

10
18

49
39

59
57

102
82

2
44
35
1
36
2
62
1
20
0
9
0
4
33
39
3
38
1
0
0
15
62
46
6
0
40
0
3
23
29
5
58
21

4
70
37
6
62
33
80
15
20
0
24
0
22
51
42
5
50
9
0
0
24
111
61
45
0
46
1
3
13
42
33
99
42

6
114
72
7
98
35
142
16
40
0
33
0
26
84
81
8
88
10
0
0
39
173
107
51
0
86
1
6
36
71
38
157
63

11
46
14
0
69
298
92
81
106
17
110
0
55
82
57
78
92
263
2
17
19
128
363
102
0
192
13
74
139
142
176
181
183

G

GP

Team

67
64
68
64
1
64

ft.-Я

' 30і

,. , W.. ,r,
0
110

Quebec Hockey League
62
64

Doug Baran
Taras Zytynsky

Laval
Montreal

Rob Babchuk
Darren Bobyck
Darren Boyko
Barry Bracko
Rich Chernomaz
Ken Daneyko
Dale Derkatch
Gerald Diduck
BUI Hlynsky
Darcy Kaminski
Gord Kluzak
Larry Korchinski
David Korol
Roger Kortko
Doug Kostynski
Roger Krchnak
Stu Kulak .
Glenn Kulka
Mike Majnarich
Kevin Malchuk
Fran Matechuk
Dave Michayluk
Carl Mokosak
John Mokosak
Tim Nedila
Perry Pelensky
Darcy Pindus
Kevin Pylypow
Rob Semchuk
Mark Sochatsky
Rick Strachan
Ken Yaremchuk
Richard Zemlak

Calgary
Billings
Winnipeg
Calgary
m Victoria
Seattle
Regina
Lethbridge
Saskatoon
Lethbridge
Billings
Saskatoon
; Winnipeg
Saskatoon
Kamloops
. Medicine Hat
Victoria
Medicine Hat
^Lethbridge
- Medicine Hat
. - . Brandon
Regina
Brandon
Victoria
Saskatoon
Portland
Medicine Hat
Regina
Calgary
Medicine Hat
Winnipeg
Portland
Medicine Hat

Western Hockey League
14
67
65
7
49
64
71
71
31
11
38
1
64
65
53
27
71
55
3
4
69
72
69
69
1
71
6
28
75
42
72
72
69

Goalies:
Tim Bodnar
Darrel Cozac
Dave Salamandyk
Peter Sidorkiewicz

Sudbury
Medicine Hat
Medicine Hat
Oshawa

,

1

GP

MIN

GA

AVG

2
1
2
29

100
23
120
Д553

14
4
13
123

8.40
10.43
6.50
. 4.75 .

nian juniors is in Calgary — the
transplanted Flames from Atlanta.
Here we find left-winger Carl Mokosak
and center Rich Chernomaz. Mokosak
toiled for Brandon Wheat Kings in the
WHL last season, totalling 46-61-107
points in 69 games. By the by, Carl had a
tendency to mix it up a bit, as attested
by a whopping 363 (yup, that was 363)
minutes in penalties. Calgary will need
his aggressiveness! Chernomaz also
played out west with the Victoria Cougars
and in 49 games had 36 goals, 62 assists
for 98 points, a two-a-game clip. A
promising play making centerman, simi
lar in style to Bernie Federko of St.
Louis.
The third NHL entourage with two
young Ukes on its roster is located in
Washington. The Capitals own a goalie
in Peter Sidorkiewicz and a left wing in
Billy Hlynsky. The former tended the
nets for the Oshawa Generals of the
Ontario League — his stats are deceiv
ing due to the offensive nature of
hockey in juniors — 29 games and an
average of 4.75. The latter started the
season at the University of Saskat
chewan where he played out the full
college schedule, then moved on to the
Saskatoon team of the WHL, compil
ing 20 goals, 40 points and 106 PIM in
only 31 games.
Single, already drafted, hopefuls are
found in the player ranks of Chicago,
Hartford and St. Louis. Right-winger
Perry Pelensky is a Black Hawk hope
ful based on 40-46-86-192 PIM stats for
Portland (WHL). Defenseman John
Mokosak (don't yet know if its Carl's
brother) is Whaler property with 6-4551-102 PIM figures for his 69 games in
Victoria (WHL). Another defenseman,
Richard Zemlak (a true "native" son
with that last name), had a successful
campaign at Medicine Hat (WHL)
where he notched 21 goals, 42 assists, 63
points and a tough 183 PIM in 69
games.
AU nine of the above youngsters will
find themselves either on NHL openingday rosters or playing in the pro ranks
on the minor-league level. The respec
tive figures graphically depict the
productive year each of the nine en
joyed — a vivid clue the various team
personnel heads acted wisely in return
ing them for their final year of junior
status before burdening their shoulders
with high hopes for the future.

Best of the rest
While on the subject, let's note that
there remain five special Ukrainians
whose noteworthy 1981-82 seasons
deserve specific praise on these pages.
Alphabetically, in the lead is Oshawa
(OHL) forward Dave Andreychuk, a
58-goal scorer (fourth in league) in his
club's 67 games. Additionally, Andrey
chuk assisted on 43 other goals, be
coming a rare 100-point scorer with his
total.of 101. He finished 14th in the
league's scoring race.
Darren Bobyck of Billings, in Mon
tana, registered 44 goals, coupled with
70 assists, totalling 114 points in 67
games. Bobyck ranked 14th among all
scorers in the Western Hockey League.
Forward Dale Derkatch was even
better among the WHL's scoring leaders,
placing seventh. Playing for the Regina
Pats, Derkatch ended up with an un
believable 62 goals (fourth among goal
scorers), 80 assists (seventh best), 142
net points, and showed he wasn't
particularly bashful with 92 penalty
minutes.
(Continued on pagt 13)
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Ukrainian Heritage...
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Sokolyk, UCC Ontario Council vicepresident.
The moleben was celebrated in the
amphitheatre at 10 a.m. by Bishop
Isidore Borecky, the Very Rev. Petro
Bublyk and assisting clergy. Choral
singing for the service was provided by
St. Anne's Church Choir of Scarbo
rough, Ont.
Popular with residents of metropoli
tan Toronto and Ukrainians from
Canada and the United States, the
Heritage Day festival drew visitors from
Argentina, Japan, Ukraine and Ru
mania. Parishioners of St. John's
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Pitts
burgh arrived in two buses, and a third
bus from Pennsylvania brought Ukrai
nians from McKeesport and surround
ing communities.
The two-hour afternoon concert,
emceed by Myroslava Pidhirna, fea
tured Ontario performers: the Chaika
Dance Ensemble, the Chaika Youth
Choir and the Dnipro Mixed Choir, all
from Hamilton, the Veselka Dance
Ensemble of Sudbury, the Trembita
Mixed Choir and the Kolomyia Dance
Ensemble from Oshawa, the Tyrsa
Dance Ensemble of Burlington, the
Hnat Khotkevych Bandura Ensemble
of Toronto, the Kobzari Bandura
Ensemble of St. Catharines, the Yasmyn
Female Choir of Mississauga and
soprano Oksana Rohatyn-Makohon.

Attention
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The Ukrainian Canadian sportsmen exhibit.
Pod I, one of three circular structures
that give Ontario Place a space-age
look, was the site of the cultural and
sports exhibits. A children's show in a
theatre just off the exhibit area spot
lighted the sleight-of-hand of magician

NEW YORK and VICINITY

Attention

It is most beneficial

SAVE or BORROW
\\
SELF RELIANCE" (N.Y.)

FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION
Please, come in for a visit or call by telephone, and ask for additional
information concerning its services:
в It pays on Regular Savings Account a higher interest than any other bank
pays.
9 Additionally, it gives life insurance up to 52,000.04) without ony charges.
в Offers various share certificates, such os:
a / 3 — month Certificates of Deposit,
b / 6 — month Money Market Certificates,
c/ 30 — month Saving Certificates,
d / 12 — month All-Savers Certificates,
and pays the highest interest, permissible by law,
в Offers the "tax deferred" Individual Retirement Account (IRA) to all

Anatoly Butko. An adjacent film theatre
presented continuous showings of the
films "The Strongest Man," "Teach Me
to Dance" and "Koza Dereza."
Enlivening the atmosphere further
were the cheerful sounds of jazzed-up
Ukrainian tunes, played by a band
stationed on a showboat which plied its
way slowly around the islands.
In the early evening, festival co
ordinators greeted athletes and local
dignitaries in the Pod 1 Trillium Restau
rant at a reception sponsored by Bill
Boytchuk, senior alderman of Toronto's
Ward I. Mingling with the guests were
Sen. Stanley Haidash, Toronto Mayor
Arthur C. Eggleton, Reuben
Baetz, Ontario's minister of
tourism and recreation; MPP Al Pullen,
and Ontario Place manager Tom Gib
son.
Mayor Eggleton, togged out in a
Ukrainian shirt, Mr. Baetz, Mr. Boyt
chuk and Dr. Hlibowych greeted the
Forum audience before the start of the
evening concert. A note of greetings was
read from Jim Fleming, minister of
state for multiculturalism.
TV and radio personality Ted Woloshyn, who served as a genial and witty
master of ceremonies, opened the
concert by reading a roll call of the
athletes who were present. As each
sportsperson came out onto the stage,
he or she was handed a gift and received a
warm handshake from Dr. Hlibowych
to the applause and cheers of the
audience.

The music of Kyrylo Stetsenko, who
composed over 50 choral works, 50
lyrical pieces and six operas, and
produced original arrangements of
more than 80 Ukrainian folk songs, was
featured by the concert performers.
Baritone Andriy Dudych interpreted
Stetsenko's arrangement of "The Kozak's Reverie," while the Dnipro Mixed
Choir of Sudbury, with, soloist Pawlo
Bihun sang "The Reapers." The Verkhovyna Vocal Quartet, now celebrating
its 30th anniversary under the direction
of Olena Hlibowych, included Stet
senko's "Evening Song" in its program.
The Vodohray vocal and instrumental
ensemble from Hamilton, offered "The
Girls' Song" from Stetsenko's opera
"Polonianka."
Also performing were three Toronto
groups — the Prometheus Male Choir,
whose repertoire included Stetsenko's
"Our Land is Free" theTJibrova Female
Choir and the Baturyn Band.
Between appearances of the vocal
groups, a whirlwind of color and move
ment was unfurled on stage by perfor
mances of Ontario dance ensembles Vesnianka of Toronto, Yavir of Etobicoke, Rusalka of Burlington, and a trio
of male dancers from the Kalyna En
semble of Toronto. Orchestral accom
paniment was provided by the Ron
Canute Orchestra.
For the finale, the Prometheus and
Dibrova choruses were joined by the
Baturyn Band for a rousing salute "To
Ukraine."

working people, and pays a competitive interest,
в Offers "share draft account" — equivalent to regular
account.

checking

в All savings deposits insured up to 5100,000.00,
9 Makes various type loons with very convenient terms for repayment:
a) personal loans for any need,
b) mortgage loans for acquisition of a real estate,
c) auto loans,
d) student loans to meet cost of college studies,
в Gives, without any charges, loan insurance up to 510,000.00 in the event
of death or disability to the borrower,
в Offers many other bank services — including money orders, tra
velers cheques, and direct deposit of Social Security checks.
в From profits made, subsidizes our schools, youth, cultural, art and other
organizations.
COME IN. THEREFORE, JOIN US. AND TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE

OF ALL

BENEFITS THAT OUR CREDIT UNION OFFERS FINANCIALLY TO ITS MEMBERS
AND OUR

COMMUNITY!

SELF RELIANCE (N.Y.)
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
10P Second Avenue - New York. N.Y. 10003 " Tel.: (212) 473-7310

Emcee Yaroslav Sokolyk conducts the program. In the background (from left) are:
Ivan Novosad, Tom Gibbson, Bishop Isidore Borecky, Irene Wrzesnewsky, Dr.
Petro Hlibowych, Ivan Boyko and the Rev. Roman Nadberezny.
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amateur...

(Continued from p a p 11)

A teammate of Darren Bobyck's at
Billings was defenseman Gord Kluzak.
Prior to a disabling knee injury, Kluzak
produced at a point-a-game clip, but,
more importantly was the acknow
ledged leader of his team from his
blueline position. His point total was
33, including nine goals and 110 PIM in
only 38 games. More about this young
man later.
The WHL's fifth best scorer in ^1-82
was center Ken Yaremchuk, the MVP
of the champion Portland Winter
Hawks. Yaremchuk ranked high in
goals with 58, highest in assists with 99,
fifth in total points with 157 and high in
penalties, taking 181 minutes worth.
More on him later, too.
A final worthy highlighter deserves a
re-mention: Regina's Dave Michayluk
closed out his junior career by earning
all-league honors at right wing based on
his No. 2 ranking in scoring with figures
of 62 goals, 111 assists (placing him
second) and a Gretzky-like 173 points.
Maybe he's why the Flyers dumped
right-winger Reggie Leach?

Four Ukrainian amateurs
d r a f t e d in first round
Pretty impressive headline, eh? Well,
would you believe for the second
straight year a Ukrainian was selected
first among all players drafted? Believe
it fellow pucksters and loyal Weekly
readers, its true! Among all the lastminute wheeling and dealing, amid all
the "Who's going to get the next Gretsky, Brian Bellows," and amid all the
turmoil and furor surrounding the
annual NHL amateur draft, the Boston
Bruins bestowed "the honor of being the
top selection upon the huge shoulders of

New film book...
(Continued from page 6)

Films produced and directed by
Bohdan Soluk carry no distributor
address as the current address of Mr.
Soluk was unknown to the authors of
this study. It should be noted that Mr.
Soluk moved from Toronto to Cali
fornia many years ago but his address is,
reportedly, available from some sources.
If there is a present derna-id for some
of his films it would be best if Mr. Soluk
r a n an ad
in t h e p a p e r s
listing the titles still in print
and the current address of their
distributors. To add to the data supplied
by the study, Mr. Soluk's 1956 film
"Ukrainians in North America" was
produced in 16mm with magnetic-stripe
sound, although portions of it carried
conventional optical sound.
The filmography fails to note that the
1964 "Shevchenko in Washington" was
directed by George Tamarski and codirected by Slavko Nowytski.
Films by W. Wasik, "I Shall Never
Forget" and "Marichka," lack in the
credits the composer of the films' music

Brezhnev...
(Continued from page 3)

ed to the party's powerful national
secretariat, which effectively runs the
country. Any successor to Mr.
Brezhnev, who as general secretary
heads the secretariat, is expected to
come from that party body.
Mr. Andropov, who is 68 years
old, has been portrayed by some as
trying to undercut the chances of
Konstantin Chernenko, 70, another
national party secretary, who has
been a longtime Breziiiiev protege.

a 6-4, 221-pound defenseman from
Climax, Sask., by way of the Yellow
stone Metra in Billings, Mont., (is the
suspense killing you yet?)...named Gord
Kluzak!
A surprise to all present at the draft
meeting, Kluzak had been rated the No.
I prospect of all amateurs by the Bruins'
brass until February 9 when he tore up
his knee. Let Boston GM Harry Sinden
sum up his reasoning:
"When he got hurt, we really focused
our attention away from him. I couldn't
see us taking a player coming off a
serious injury like that as the No. 1
player. We, in Boston, have a certain
knowledge of knee injuries that has
stuck with us for a long time (refer
ence to the legendary Bobby Orr).
"But we have done an awful lot of
inquiry and we found out the injury was
not as severe as we first believed.
Rehabilitation was completed and it
was basically lOO percent. We put him
back where we had him in the first place.
"We were prepared to take Kluzak
whether or not we made a deal with
Minnesota. It really turned out to be a
bonus for us that Minnesota wanted
some insurance they would definitely
get Bellows and we were prepared to
give it to them."
The deal Sinden referred to was one
where, in exchange for not drafting
Brian Bellows, Boston received two
promising youngsters, one an accom
plished NHL winger. Thus, Harry left
the NHL draft meeting extremely
satisfied.
The seventh overall selection was
Portland center Ken Yaremchuk, picked
by the now-strong-at-center-ice Chi
cago Black Hawks. Bob Pulford ex
pects Yaremchuk to team with flashy
Dennis Savard and fellow Ukrainian
Tom Lysiak to form a strong nucleus in
the middle.
- Zertoby Lawryshyn.
The chief difference between this
filmography and my own "Ukrainian
Film Guide," which appeared two years
ago, is that this study is aimed at the
broad spectrum of filmmaking, including amateur, archival or outdated
footage with very detailed summaries of
contents, thus making it of primary
interest to film students and cinema
scholars.
The "Ukrainian Film Guide," on the
other hand, is designed to be of value
first of all to the contemporary practical film users such as organizations
programming movies; it is much more
selective and lists, with very few exceptions, outstanding professional productions with a special effort to supply
distributors as fully as possible.
The Zaporzan I Klymasz filmography,
in its all-including approach, becomes
now the only serious updating of the
mentioned history of the Ukrainian
cinema by Berest (1962). More specifically, it is the first authoritative study on
the Ukrainian-Canadian film experience,
Unlike "Ukrainian Film Guide" this
new opus is well illustrated with playbills and stills from productions.
The new filmography is an excellent
effort which at the same time points to
our future needs: detailed guides of
filmstrips, videotapes and, finally,: a
history of the Ukrainian cinema in
English with complete updated filmo
graphy encompassing films from Ukraine as well as the diaspora. Until this
comes to pass our audio-visual poten
tial will never be released tully to the
waiting public.
The Zaporzan/Klymasz filmography
may be ordered by sending S5 payable
to Ethnicity Books, 125 Academy
Road, Winnipeg, Man., Canada R3M
0E2.
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Hot-shooting sniper Dave Andreychuk was the 16th amateur tapped on
the first round. Also a center by trade,
And reychuk is looked upon as one of the
missing links in. the Sabre-land of
Buffalo where Scotty Bowman is close
to a Stanley Cup challenging team. Nice
to have a Ukrainian player in Buffalo.
The 18th pick of the premier round
was defenseman Ken Daneyko of Seattle
(WHL), chosen by the latest winner of
the NHL's musical-cities game, the New
Jersey Devils (ex-Colorado Rockies).
Lord knows these Devils need help and
more help everywhere. Daneyko's re
putation of a hard-hitter (298 minutes in
64 games) should prove a welcome
addition if he sticks right away.
In all, 10 Ukrainian amateur stars
were officially selected among the 252
total picks. This is not cause for dismay
since many of the 45 Ukrainian ama
teurs still have a year or two to go and
the others may be signed as free agents.
Let's take a peek at the six other
draftees, in order of selection.
The first of two Ukrainians nabbed
by the already Ukrainian-rich St. Louis
Blues was their first pick of the draft, in
the second round, defenseman Mike
Posavad. The 50th player chosen,
Posavad last year played in Peter
borough (OHL) - his stats (7-23-30110 PIM) in 64 games don't indicate
offensive potential. Obviously drafted
for his defensive talents.

A fellow countryman also exiting the
draft in round two was left wing Tun
Hrynewich. Playing for Sudbury
(OHL), Hrynewich accumulated 29-4170-144 PIM numbers in his 64 games.
His NHL home will be the Civic Arena
of the Pittsburgh Penguins.
Look for center Roger Kortko to
probably join that strong Ukrainian
contingent in Indianapolis, home of the
Islanders' minor league champs, this
year. Grabbed up in the sixth round,
Kortko's scoring data in Saskatoon
(WHL) read 33-51-84-82 PIM in 65
games.
Next is the older St. Louis Blues
hopeful, center John Shumski, lSVyearold out of RPI, an American university
in upstate New York. Shumski has the
option of remaining in school or trying
with the Blues — his seventh round
ranking probably indicates he should
stay at RPI at least another year.
Another Ukrainian American
whisked up in the seventh round was
future Detroit Red Wing hopeful Greg
Hudas. He's a defenseman out of a
school called Redford somewhere in
Michigan.
The 10th and final Ukrainian ama
teur selection was center Doug Kostynski by Boston via a juniors team in
Kamloops (WHL) where he managed
39 goals, 42 assists, 81 points in 53
games. Kostynski was honored in the
ninth round.

UKRAINIAN AMATEURS DRAFTED BY NHL TEAMS
Round
1
1
1
1
2
3
6
7
9
10
I—

Team
Boston
Chicago
Buffalo
New Jersey
Pittsburgh
St. Louis .
N.Y. Isles
Detroit
Boston
St. Louis

Player
Pos
Kluzak, Gord
D
Yaremchuk, Ken
C
Andreychuk, Dave C
Daneyko, Ken
D
Hrynewich, Tim
LW
Posavad, Mike
D
Kortko, Roger
C
Hudas, Greg
D
Kostynski, Doug
C
Shumski, John
C

81-82 Team
Billings
Portland
Oshawa
Seattle
Sudbury
Peterborough
Saskatoon
Redford
Kamloops
R.P.I.

No. in
Lge draft
WHL
1
WHL 7
OHL 16
WHL 18
OHL 38
OHL 50
WHL 126
Mich. 128
WHL 186
Coll. 197

Age
18
18
19
18
19
18
19
18
19
18

r

j
I
1
j
j
j
j
I

Shevchenko Scientific Society
Polish institute of Arts and Sciences of America
Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences
cordially invite you to

THE CONFERENCE
ON UKRAINIAN-POLISH RELATIONS
held at the

,
|
і
I
I
j
і
j
j
I
I

Ukrainian Institute of America, New York, N.Y.
2 East 79th Street (corner of Fifth Avenue)

Saturday, October 2, 1982
PROGRAM.
Morning session: 10 a.m. -

noon

Chairman: IVAN KEDRYN-RUDNYTSKY, Shevchenko Scientific Society
Opening address: JAROSLAV PADOCH, president. Shevchenko Scientific Society
1. Ukrainian-Polish Conflicts and Collaboration in the Austrian Parliament and Gaiician Sejm.
1861-1918
- BOHDAN T. CIUCIURA, St. Mary's University. Halifax. N.S.
2. Historical Tradition of Polish-Ukrainian Federalism: Myth or Reality
- ANDRZEJ KAMINSKI. Columbia University
3. Adam Kysil and the Question of "Gente Ruthenus, Natione Polonas" in Ukrainian-Polish
Relations
- FRANK E. SYSYN. Harvard University
Reception for members and guests: noon -

1 p.m

Afternoon session: 1-3 p.m.
Chairman: THADDEUS V. GR0MA0A. secretary general, Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences
1. Pilsudski and Petliura: An Experiment in Polish-Ukrainian Rapprochement
- PI0TR S. WANDYCZ, Yale University
2. Ukrainian-Polish Relations during World War II
- IARAS HUNCZAK. Rutgers University
3. Polish attitudes on Ukrainian Aspirations to Independent Statehood
- STANISLAW SKRZYPEK, International Communications Agency
Closing remarks: FELIX GROSS, vice president and executive director. Polish Institute of Arts
and Sciences
The English, Polish and Ukrainian languages will be used during the conference.
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The Madrid...
(Continuedfrompegtft

other rights activists, the end of re
pressive conditions, and a resumption
of a process of reform and renewal in a
Poland free from external coercion.
Deploring the fact that "the exercise of
arbitrary violence has become a pattern,".
Secretary Haig criticized the invasion of
Afghanistan, oppression of Soviet
Helsinki monitors and the dramatic
decrease in emigration from the Soviet
Union as other examples of a systematic
Soviet policy which is undermining the
structure of peace and security. He
pledged that the United States would
stand ready to aid in the economic
reconstruction of Poland and to move
ahead with hew steps in the CSCE, when
repression in Poland was ended.
The opening day of the resumed
meeting on February 9 also witnessed a
concerted effort by the Soviets and the
East Europeans, and in particular by
the Polish chairman of the day, to
disrupt the working of the plenary and
to prevent some Western speakers from
taking the floor to discuss Poland. By
transforming the first plenary session
into a lengthy procedural battle through
questionable maneuvers, the Soviets
and their Eastern supporters antago
nized the NNA states and helped to
solidify Western unity. Soviet obstruc
tionist tactics met strong and clear
objections. When Norwegian Foreign
Minister Stray pointed out that the
Eastern states "were greatly mistaken if
they believed that by such measures
they can stop the peoples of Europe
from expressing their deep feelings over
recent developments fin Poland j," he
was roundly cheered by many CSCE
delegations — an unprecedented oc
currence in CSCE meetings. In separate
remarks, U.S. delegation chairman
Ambassador Max M. Kampelman
noted that by its unprecedented actions
at Madrid, the Soviet Union "has begun
to assault the very fabric of the CSCE
process, the very means which per
mitted us to maintain our dialogue."
Among other Western speakers.
West German Foreign Minister Genscher condemned the flagrant disregard
and violations of the
final act in
Poland and the Soviet role there. He

asserted that meaningful progress at
Madrid could occur only after the
Soviet Union and the Polish authorities
redressed the damage done to the CSCE
process by the imposition of martial law
in Poland. Foreign Minister Genscher
also mentioned the continued repression
of the Soviet Helsinki monitors and
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
French Foreign Minister Cheysson
asserted that recent events in Poland
had struck at the very heart of the CSCE
process and were dear violations of the
final act. He dismissed as unacceptable
the claim of spheres of influence to
justify Soviet actions in Poland. Mr.
Cheysson added that meaningful dis
cussions at Madrid were not possible
unless the situation in Poland were to
improve and the causes which brought
it about 'were totally removed by the
Polish authorities. British Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington castigated
the complete disregard by the Polish
authorities of their commitments under
the final act. In a direct reference to the
Soviet Union, Lord Carrington remark
ed that a state which blantantly violates
the rights of another state or indirectly
pressures it to take actions which violate
the final act cannot hide itself under the
mantle of the very agreements it has
violated.
Among the NNA states, Swedish
Foreign Minister Ullsten, in a powerful
address, expressed chagrin over the
acrimonious debate in the plenary on
February 9. Pointing out that human
rights are a permanent element of any
civilized society, Foreign Minister
Ullsten criticized Polish assertions that
the suspension of human rights was
only temporary. He described the
CSCE process as an indispensable tool
for European dialogue and said the task
of the Madrid meeting is to restore
confidence in the CSCE process which
was seriously shattered by events in
Poland.
The Holy See, clearly reflecting Pope
John Paul IPs great concern, made a
strong appeal for a return to normalcy
in Poland. Describing the reform move
ment in Poland after August 1980 as a
truly popular one, the representative of
the Holy See appealed to all CSCE
states to let Poland find its own way to
freedom and dignity.

ЮОООООООООООООООООООООООООООЦОООООООООООСМООЦЦ

PART OR FULL TIME

AREA MAIL RECEIVING AGENTS!
Good income! No experience! Stay home! Start immediately.
Information, send self-addressed, stamped envelope.

VILLAFANA

PILGRIMAGE TO THE HOLY LAND
November 3-15, 1982
Conducted by Rev. Eutimy Wolinski

I"
I.

13 days in the Footsteps of Jesus, Mary and the Church. New itinerary for the Holy Land covering
major holy places of both New and Old Testaments. Optional excursions to desert monasteries.
Explanations will be given in English and Ukrainian.
Cost from Montreal is S1895 Cdn. or 31550 U.S.A. Includes transportation, accomodation, meals,
visits, entrance fees and other expenses. From Toronto, add 3100 Cdn.; from Winnipeg S200 Cdn.;

I.
I
1I
I

from Edmonton S300 Cdn.
Registration should be made as soon as possible and should be accompanied by the applicant's
name, address, telephone number and insurance fee of S100 Cdn. for cancellation and flight in
surance.
For registration or further information write or contact BLOOR TRAVEL AGENCY or
. Eutimy Wolinski:
BLOOR TRAVEL AGENCY
1190 Bloor Street West
ronto, Ontario. Canada M6H 1N2
Tel.: (416) 535-2135

Rev. Eutimy Wolinski
560 Parkinson Road
Woodstock, Ontario. Canada N4S 2N6
Tel.: (519) 537-6859

ingot I
team and experience the places named in the Bible. Come home with a clearer understanding

J

brces ot our faith and a new dimension in your experience of listening to the word of God.
Above prices are effective as of September 1, 1982.
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The Soviets were clearly on the
defensive over their role in suppressing
human rights in Poland and debate on
Poland in Madrid. Vice Minister and
head of delegation Ilichev delivered a
vituperative and accusatory address on
February 9, in which he blamed the
United States and other Western coun
tries for "undermining" the Madrid
meeting and predictably condemned
Western concern over Poland as inter
ference in Poland's internal affairs.
Rumania and, to a lesser extent, Hun
gary, largely disassociated themselves
from the negative East European ap
proach to the debate over Poland.
Instead, Rumanian representative Datcu
focused on the importance of the CSCE
as a vital political forum for European
dialogue. In a low-key reference to
events in Poland, he added that all
signatories must be free to choose their
own government and that the final act
specifically prohibits intervention in the
internal affairs of other states.
Continuing a practice begun by the
U.S. delegation during the meeting's
first phase, Ambassador Kampelman
gave a series of plenary speeches indict
ing the East.in general and the Soviet
Union and Poland in particular for
human-rights violations. On December
18, 1981, he pointed out that the United
States expects all CSCE signatories to
adhere to the principle of non-interven
tion and non-use of force. Ambassador
Kampelman condemned the arbitrary
detentions in Poland, the interference
with the free flow of information, the
wholesale repression of civil liberties,
the use of violence against Polish
workers, and the attempt to stifle and
possibly destroy Solidarity. "We would
deplore," he added, "any reversal of the
movement of the Polish people toward
a more open and just society. That
would inevitably damage the vital
process launched by the final act and
would be a tragedy for the people of
Poland."
On February 10, 1982, Ambassador
Kampelman highlighted the mistreat
ment of the well-known Polish historian
Bronislaw Geremek, whose activities on
behalf of social and economic reforms
had brought about his arrest by the
military authorities. He called upon the
Polish military regime to release
Mr. Geremek and his other
colleagues in the reform move
ment as a genuine signal of
its professed intent to continue the
process of renewal and dialogue.
Continuing his focus on events in
Poland, Ambassador Kampelman on
February 19 reiterated deep U.S. con
cern over Poland's failure to live up to
commitments to respect the final act.
In a forceful speech, he pointed out that
the actions of the Polish government
had "deprived the Polish people of their
rights as human beings." Mr. Kampel
man remarked that events in Poland
were a clear sign that neither Soviet
society nor any East European society
could claim any longer to call itself a
"workers' state." Near the end of the
session on March 9, the U.S. represen
tative reviewed the course of martial law
in Poland during the preceding three
months. Noting that transgressions
against the final act were continuing
there, Ambassador Kampelman called
on the martial law authorities to resume
the interrupted dialogue with the Church
and Solidarity in the interests of national
reconciliation.
Pointing out that the repression of
human rights had continued unabated
within the Soviet ^Union during the
resumed CSCE meeting, Ambassador
Kampelman also continued his review
of Soviet human-rights shortcomings.
Overall, the number of political pri
soners, human-rights activists, and
human contacts cases'which the U.S:
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delegation has cited in formal sessions
since the Madrid meeting began totals
86.
Implementation concerns reiterated
by the United States included the
pattern of anti-Semitism in the Soviet
Union, psychiatric incarceration and
the unceasing repression of Andrei
Sakharov and his wife, Yelena Bonner.
For example, in a speech in plenary on
December 1, 1981, Ambassador Kam
pelman identified a pattern of antiSemitic behavior and actions in the
Soviet Union which clearly enjoys
official support and acquiescence. Citing
13 specific instances of anti-Semitic
activity, ranging from distribution of
anti-Semitic materials in the Soviet
media to the absence of Jewish schools
in a country with the world's third
largest Jewish community, Mr. Kam
pelman asserted that "governmentcondoned and government-propagated
anti-Semitism flourishes in the Soviet
Union." In the same speech, the U.S.
delegate protested the Soviet Union's
stubborn and inhumane refusal to
respond to repeated pleas by Mr.
Sakharov and his wife to permit their
daughter-in-law to join her husband in
the United States. On the occasion of
the anniversary of the Universal De
claration of Human Rights on Decem
ber 10, Ambassador Kampelman ap
pealed for the release of individuals
presently imprisoned or separated from
their families by the Soviet Union.
The United States continued to speak
out on abuses of psychiatry in the Soviet
Union. In a speech in plenary on
February 24, 1982, Ambassador Kam
pelman labeled Soviet actions in the
area of psychiatry an abuse which
transformed a healing science into an
instrument of cruel political repression.
He then went on to list numerous cases
of political dissidents who had been
placed in psychiatric institutions because
of their beliefs.
Mr. Kampelman also commented on
the fate of the Baltic states and their
forcible annexation by the Soviet
Union. On March 3 he reaffirmed U.S.
opposition to these annexations, cha
racterizing them as "acts of imperia
lism." He asserted that the Helsinki
Final Act "will have.renewed meaning
and strength" when the Soviet Union
abandons imperialism as a national
policy.
Other Western countries also con
tinued to review implementation at the
resumed session. British delegate John
Wilberforce delivered a ringing denun
ciation of the Soviet anti-Semitic policy,
cuts in emigration, and treatment of
dissidents in a plenary statement on
November 27, 1981. On the same day
West German representative Detlev zu
Rantzau scored continued Soviet failure
to honor the provisions of the Final Act,
emphasizing repeated Soviet violations
of freedom of information provisions,
curtailment of access to embassies,
delays in granting exit visas and
decreased family unification opportuni
ties.
Speaking again on March 5, 1982,
United Kingdom Ambassador Wilber
force eloquently stressed that martial
law in Poland had been used as a cover
for the suppression of the workers'
movement and the undermining and
repression of civil and political liberties.
The Madrid meeting, he claimed," was
confronted by a series of actions by the
Soviet Union which were contrary to
both the spirit and letter of thefinalact,
with no attempt being made to remedy
these actions. The West, he empha
sized, could not accept Soviet verbal
commitments to peace and progress or
requests for businesslike negotiations
when the Soviets Were brutalizing both
:
Afghatfisfati and Poland:''1 " ^ . л в ^
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Panorama...
(Cattail itfrompap It)
cloths, eating cold lobster, corn on the
cob, and watercress and tomato salad.
For dessert, there was melon with
yogurt dressing, served at the buffet
table by Motria Slupchynskyj, while
Oleksa and her helpers offered crois
sants and sugary buns to go with coffee.
As I stood in the buffet line chatting
with Mr. Kane, who incorporated the
institute for William Dzus, and Mr.
Dzus's granddaughter, Patricia Davis,
Mr. Kane commented that "the institute
is well on its way, and that's the way it
should be."
"I used to think that the institute was
in the doldrums, that the younger
Ukrainian Americans were not taking
over the way they should. I agreed with
Ted Dzus that it was time that a strong
Dzus influence should be relaxed. Now
there's an excellent group of people in
charge, and Walter Nazarewicz is doing
a very capable job."'

A 20th birthday party
New York's English-speaking branch
of the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America, known simply as

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY

Branch 72, is marking its 20th birthday
next weekend during its annual dinnerdance at Soyuzivka.
The black-tie charity ball, a very
popular event with members, their
spouses and friends, is the leading fundraising event of Branch 72, enabling it to
carry out extensive educational, cultural
and charitable work.
This year's dinner-dance, already
booked to capacity, will feature an
address by Alexandra Riznyk, who is an
honorary member and past vice-presi
dent of the national board, a raffle for
exciting prizes, and dancing to the
music of Alex Chudolij and Dorko
Senchyshyn.
During the weekend, there'll be a lot
of cheerful get-togethers of old friends
for whom the annual event serves as a
kind of dan reunion.
Therell be a great deal of reminiscing,
too, as branch members recall cultural
and social events sponsored bv the
branch since its formation in 1962. At
the first meeting, held at the Ukrainian
Institute, Mary Dushnyck was elected
president, and Mary Lesawyer was
chosen vice-president. The two women,
co-founders of the branch, were saluted
by their colleagues for outstanding
service to the branch at the 15th dinnerdance in 1977.
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If anyone should need facts or figures,
branch historian Dorothy Chupa has
a couple of hefty scrapbooks full of
newspaper clippings, programs and
photographs for .Instant recall." As
proof of the members' busy and success
ful years, Mrs. Chupa can point to 18
dinner-dances, 16 musicales, an exhibit
at the Brooklyn Public Library, demon
strations of embroidery and pysanka
decorating during a Ukrainian exhibit
at the 1964-5 World's Fair in New York,
readings of Ukrainian poetry by actor
William Shust, lectures and craft work
shops.
Then there's the attractive float which
Branch 72 members sponsored in the
Ukrainian Bicentennial parade on Fifth
Avenue, participation in the Big Apple's
Ukrainian street fair and representa
tion in Ukrainian conventions.
Through its annual musicales, the
branch has introduced to the public a
spectrum of young Ukrainian talent singers, pianists, violinists, bandurists,
cellists, a harpist and a ballerina. The
idea for the musicales came from Mrs.
Lesawyer, a soprano who sang with the
New York City Opera.
During the International Women's
Year, Branch 72 cited two outstanding
Ukrainian women for their achieve
ments in the field of science. Georgia
Fisanlck-Englot, Ph.D., and Joan E.
Roberts, Ph.D., received awards at the
1975 musicale.
Among institutions which have benefitted from the monies raised by Branch
72 are the Harvard Ukrainian Research
Institute, St. Basil's Orphanage in
Philadelphia, the Ukrainian American
Veterans' welfare fund, Sichovi Striltsi,
the Ukrainian Institute of America and
The Ukrainian Museum.

Ukrainian course offered
at Wilkes College
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. - The Divi
sion of Continuing Education at Wilkes
College will offer a 10-week course on
Ukrainian language and culture, spon
sored by the American Ethnic Heritage
Center of the college and the Ukrainian
Fraternal Association of Scranton.
The course begins on Wednesday,
September 22, and runs through No
vember 17, meeting Wednesday even
ings from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
The introductory course in Ukrai
nian language and culture will be taught
by Dr. Walter Karpinich and will
emphasize understanding, speaking,
reading and writing Ukrainian. In
addition, topics on Ukrainian history,
geography, folklore as well as major
achievements in literature, music and
art will be discussed.
For further information and registra
tion contact Dr. Mahmoud Fahmy,
director, Division of Continuing Edu
cation, Wilkes College, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. 18766; or call (717) 824-4651, ext.
220.

The UNA:
insurance plus
INSURANCE
FOR CHILDREN?

Except for the dinner-dance, the
branch holds most of its functions and
all of its meetings at the Ukrainian
Institute.
This year's ball is chaired by Mrs.
Lesawyer, assisted by Anne Bezkorowajny and Mrs. Chupa, with Stella
Demey and Anne Malan in charge of
the raffle. Supporting the dance com
mittee are president Anasfasia Brodin,
vice-president Anne Wasylkow and all
the members of Branch 72 as they look
back on 20 years of fellowship and fun
in Ukrainian service.
lining up for the buffet dinner, guests are served by Motria Slupchynskyj (center,
in embroidered blouse) and one of Oleksa Goldman's helpers.

Western banks...
(Continuedfrompate 2)
account that Poland would use for
short-term loans to finance essential
imports. The remaining third apparent
ly would be part of the rescheduling of
principal payments.
The money is owed to about 500
banks scattered throughout the nonCommunist world. The biggest creditors
are the West Germans.

"You bet. The Ukrainian National
Association offers your family more
than life insurance. The UNA's seven
classes of life insurance for juvenile
members are designed to answer the
educational and financial needs of your
children.
"As a UNA member, your child will
become eligible for scholarship oppor
tunities, camping programs and various
other youth activities coordinated by
UNA'ers who are genuinely interested in
your children.
"The UNA believes in Ukrainian youth.
Our investment of time, energy and capi
tal prove it."
Inquire about UNA financial and fra
ternal benefits today.
Name:

ROMA PRYMA
BOHACHEVSKY
SCHOOL OF BALLET

William Shust, appropriately attired for the country outing in a tan suit and straw
boater,has his audience in the palm of his hand as he delivers hilarious anecdotes.

62St.MarttP1
NewYoA.N.Y.
(12Avti)
(212)877-7187
REGISTRATION OF NEW STUDENTS
from SEPTEMBER 1 8 , 1 9 8 2
for FALL 1982/83
Complete Range of Courses for
BALLET. UKRAINIAN, CHARACTER
J. LADIES CLASSES IN BODY MOVEMENT

і
і

Address:
Tel.:
Number of children:
Dates of birth:
Send to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street, 3rd Fl.
Jersey City, N J . 07302

Tel.: (201) 451-2200
(212)227-5250

іе
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Saturday, September 25

IRVINGTON, NJ.: The Ukrainian
Engineers' Society of America, New
Jersey branch, is hosting a panel on
technical matters today at 6 p.m. at
the Ukrainian National Home, 140
Prospect Ave.
Panelists include: Ola Shevchenko,
student and chairperson of the Ukrainian Student Hromada at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick. Her
topic will be: What type of higher
education should Ukrainian youth
pursue in America?
Theodore V. Kowalchyn who
holds a B.S. and B.Che, from the
University of Detroit will speak on
alternate energy sources - solar,
hydrogen and synthetic fuels.
George J. Yurkewych, who holds a
B.S. and an M.B.A. from Rutgers
University in Newark will speak on
sanitation in food processing.
Roman Stetkiewych, P.E. and
B.S.M. from the New Jersey Institute
of Technology, will summarize the
basic theory and how it could be used
in the planning of non-technical
projects.
The panel will be moderated by
Nestor Holynsky. All are invited to
attend.
September 25-26 weekend
SOYUZIVKA: UNWLA Branch 72
will hold its 20th anniversary ban
quet and ball this weekend. Satur
day evening's program will feature a
champagne cocktail party, a dinner
and a dance to the sounds of the
Hirniak orchestra. Tickets are S50
per person. Proceeds from the affair
and raffle will be donated to worthy
Ukrainian charities. For reservations
and more information call Mary
Lesawyer (201) 232-5304 or Dorothy
Chupa (212) 891-5534.
PITTSBURGH: City and county
officials have designated September
20-26 as Ukrainian Week here,
heralding the much-awaited first
Pittsburgh Ukrainian Festival, spon
sored by Ukrainian organizations in
western Pennsylvania. The festival
will be held on the University of
Pittsburgh campus and will feature a
weeklong program of historical
lectures and films.
Local dignitaries will be on hand
on Saturday for the formal opening
of the historical and cultural displays
at the Cathedral of Learning. Dis
plays will include exhibits on the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group, Ukrai-

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
nian women political prisoners,
prisoners of conscience, Ukrainian
dissidents, Ukrainian history, church
architecture and the history of Ukrai
nian music, theater, language, litera
ture and publication.
Arts and crafts displays will also be
featured; many items will be for sale.
Saturday afternoon (1:30 p.m.)
will also be highlighted by the pre
sentation of "Little Red Riding
Hood" in Ukrainian by Ridna
Shkola children of Pittsburgh at the
Stephen Foster Memorial.
At 9 p.m., there will be a dance at
the Carnegie Music Hall in Oak
land, to the music of theZeknaZhyto
Orchestra.
Ecumenical moleben services will
be celebrated on Sunday, at the
Stephen Foster Memorial at 3 p.m.
Pat Bilon of "E.T." fame will be
the guest attraction at the festival
concert also on Sunday, at the Sailors
and Soldiers Memorial Hall at 3 p.m.
Also appearing on the program are
the Poltava Ukrainian dance com
pany; Veselka trio; Ss. Peter and
Paul Ukrainian Folk Dancers of
Carnegie; Western Pennsylvania
Regional Choir of the Ukrainian
Orthodox League; Western Penn
sylvania League of Ukrainian Catho
lics Kalyna Choir of Pittsburgh;
Western Pennsylvania Regional
Folk Dancers of the Ukrainian Or
thodox League; and the Zaporozhian
Ukrainian dance ensemble. Michael
Komichak will serve as master of
ceremonies.
The festival will benefit the Ukrai
nian Nationality Room at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh. The committee,
headed by Bohdan Konecby, esti
mates a crowd of over 5,000 will
attend the festival to learn of the
lifestyle of Pittsburgh Ukrainians.
Saturday, October 2
NEW YORK: There will be a joint
meeting of the Shevchenko Scientific
Society and the Polish Arts and
Science Society at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, from 10 a.m. - 6
p.m. The institute is located at 2 E.
79th St., (212) 288-8660.
Saturday, October 9
IRVINGTON, NJ.: Starshi plastunky, "Chortopolokhy" are spon
soring a dance at the Ukrainian
National Home, 140 Prospect St.
from 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m. Happy hour is

A REMINDER
TO OUR READERS
It's that time of the year apin - RENEWAL TIME. Many of you have already
received expiration notices. To decrease the administrative cost of sending a
second notice, we are giving you this gentle reminder.

If you mail your renewal today, you'll be sure to receive The Weekly Ukrainian perspective on the news - without interruption.

your

We're counti ng on you to remit today. So please send your renewal, along with a
check or money order, (S5 for UNA members. S8 for non-members) to: The
Ukrainian Weekly, Subscription Department, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N J .
07302.
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from 9-Ю p.m. 'Veselka orchestra
will provide music for dancing.
Admission is S7.
Week of October 8-14

NEWARK, N.J.: St. John's Ukrai
nian Catholic Social Series here will
sponsor a trip the week of October 814 to the World's Fair in Knoxville,
Tenn.
The bus leaves St. John's Ukrai
nian Catholic Church on Friday,
October 8, and will travel via New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Virginia, stopping in Roanoke, Va.,
for the night.
The next day it continues on to
Nashville, Tenn., to hear the Music
City Jubilee. On Sunday, there is a
three-hour tour of Nashville, Fort
Nashboro, Premiss Alley and the

homes of famous Opryland stars.
The next stop on the tour is the
World's Fair, where the group will
stay for two days.
On the return trip, included is a
tour of Richmond, Va., and Wash
ington before heading for home. All
interested should call Michael Gienga
as soon as possible at: (201) 3726662.
ONGOING
SASKATOON, Sask.: The Ukrai
nian Museum, 910 Spadina Crescent
E., will be exhibiting puppets by
Sonya Gural. The puppeteer has
interpreted Lesia Ukrainka's "Lisova
Pisnia" for children and scenes from
it will be presented from September
16 to October 3 on the main floor of
the museum. The exhibit is titled
"The World of Children."

Women's conference panels announced
NEW YORK - Close to 300 people
have already registered for the con
ference, "Ukrainian Woman in Two
Worlds," to be held on October 2 and 3,
at Soyuzivka, the UNA estate in Kerhonkson, N. Y. Registrants hail from all
parts of the United States and also from
Canada.
The conference program will deal
with the vital issues facing today's
Ukrainian woman, both as an indivi
dual, and as a member of the Ukrainian
community which depends so greatly
upon the input of women.
The Organizing Committee of the
conference recently announced the
panels/workshops on the program,
including the names of moderators
responsible for the planning and con
duct of their sessions.
They are: 1. Ukrainian Identity and
Traditions — Natalia Kormeluk, Mary
land; 2. Ukrainian Schools and Youth
Organizations - Halyna Kutko, New
Jersey; 3. Intermarriage — Christine
Dobczansky-Melnyk, Connecticut; 4.
Ukrainian Language — Roma Dyhdalo, Michigan; 6. Ukrainians and the
Media — Roma Sochan Hadzewycz,
New Jersey; 7. The Working Woman Ksenia Dragan, Connecticut; 8. The
Ukrainian Male - Petro Stawnychy,
New Jersey; 9. Women in Crisis —
Motria Kushnir, Pennsylvania; 10.
Ukrainian Artists - Natalka Pohrebinskyj. New York; 11. Women of To
morrow — Lesia Slobodian, New
Jersey; 12. The Ukrainian Singles Scene
— Marta Korduba, New Jersey; and 13.
Ukrainian Writers and Poets — Laryssa
Onyshkevych, New Jersey.
Exact times and locations of pa
nels/workshops will be announced at a
later time, as will the names of panelists
at each session.
The weekend program begins at 10
a.m. on Saturday, October 2, and ends
at 3 p.m. on Sunday, October 3. The
program includes an address to a
Saturday afternoon plenary session on
the history of the Ukrainian women's
movement, to be given by Dr. Martha
Bohachevsky-Chomiak of Virginia.
Also on the agenda are a Saturday
evening concert of Ukrainian classics by
women performing artists, organized by
Marta Andriuk of Connecticut. An
exhibit of fine, and folk arts is being
organized by Irene Fedyshyn, Slava
Gerulak and Nadia Shmigel. It will be
on view throughout the weekend.
Because of the large turnout, only
minimal ("dormitory style") rooms
remain at Soyuzivka. For information

on accommodations at Soyuzivka, call
the Soyuzivka reservations office at
(914) 626-5641. Each conference attendee
handles her/his own housing arrange
ments.
Soyuzivka management may. refer
callers to local motels. These, too, are
going fast. The names of local motels
and their telephone numbers are:
Chelsea - 626-3551; Mark's - 6263851; Rondout - 647-5620; Colonial
- 647-7575; and Starlite - 626-7350.'
Area code for all: 914..
Also, a limited number of moderately
priced rooms in private local Ukrai
nian homes may be available. For
information call Oksana Lenec at (914)
471-0198 between 10 and 11 a.m. or 11
and 11 p.m. only.
Some younger attendees have de
clared that they will bring tents in order to
avoid being disappointed by unavailabi
lity of local motels.
For participants flying into Newark
Airport on Friday evening, there is a
possibility of housing and transporta
tion to Soyuzivka on Saturday morn
ing, arranged by the Organizing Com
mittee's liaison person Kathryn Keene.
To discuss this possibility with Ms.
Keene, call (201) 261-4938.
For further information about the
conference, write to Ukrainian Wo
men's Conference, 108 Second Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10003, or call (212)
533-4646.

Institute extends
course registration
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America has announced that
registration for its adult continuing
education courses and the Bandura
Building and Bandura Playing work
shops has been extended through Sep
tember 27.
Registration for the following courses
will take place September 13-27:
American Naturalization I, Remedial
Reading in English I, Ukrainian Lan
guage I, Ukrainian Culture I and
Conversational Ukrainian.
Registration for the Bandura Build
ing and Bandura Playing workshops
will also take place September 13-27.
All courses and workshops will begin
the week of September 27. Exact days
will be determined on the basis of the
number of students attending. For
further information call the institute at
(212) 288-8660.

